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ABSTRACT

PRAVADA A. PENDSE
Skin response to immunogenic and non immunogenic material as applied to vaccine 
delivery and reconstructive surgery
(Under the direction of DR. AJAY K. BANGA and DR. J.M. HOLBROOK)

The goal of this research was to demonstrate the immunogenic and non- 

immunogenic functions of the skin for transdermal vaccine delivery and reconstructive 

surgery, respectively.

In the first part, skin was used as a portal for transcutaneous vaccination with 

three model protein antigens based on its response to immunogenic substances. This 

vaccination was achieved using microporation as a vaccine delivery technology. 

Micropores (80 pores/cm2) were created on mice skin with the help of thermal energy. 

The permeation of bovine serum albumin though this microporated skin mounted on 

Franz diffusion cell was studied for 24 hours and was compared with that of intact skin. 

The permeation of BSA through intact skin was less and started approximately after 12 

hours, while that through microporated skin was significantly higher and started 

approximately after 2 hours.

For in vivo studies, bovine serum albumin, hepatitis B surface antigen, and 

tetanus toxoid were selected as model antigens. Mice were anesthetized with 

intraperitoneal ketamine and Xylazine administration followed by microporation on the

xiii
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shaved abdominal region. Patch placed on microporated area was filled with sterile 

antigen solution of desired concentration and sealed. The patches were removed at 

definite time point as per the protocol and skin was washed. Primary immunization was 

followed by booster doses at week 4 and week 8 and blood samples were obtained at 0, 4, 

6, 8,10 weeks using tail vein bleeding. Serum was analyzed by ELISA for specific 

antibody against antigen used in that particular protocol. Effect of various factors like the 

concentration of antigen in patch, the time of patch application, the genetic make up of 

mice, the design of activator used for microporation and the type of vaccine was 

investigated using these model antigens. In addition, the technology was evaluated using 

microscopy and transepidermal water loss through micropores.

In the present study, BSA is delivered through micropores and has been shown to 

produce anti-BSA total Ig in a dose and time dependent fashion. For the dose levels 1,10, 

and 100 pg/100 pi, the titers were 251, 12,900 and 27,000, respectively. Similar time 

dependency was observed in case of HBsAg immunization. Among four different mouse 

strains tested, BALB/c and SJL were found to be responsive to BSA immunization as 

compared to SKH and C57BL6. The intramuscular Hepatitis B vaccination gave 

significantly higher titer as compared to transdermal delivery. However, the use of 

vacuum assisted activator led to higher titer as compared to activator without vacuum. 

Immunization with Tetanus Toxoid (TT) also revealed the dose dependency with less 

anti-TT titer obtained with alum adjuvanted vaccine as compared to pure Tetanus Toxoid 

protein.

In the second part of this study, synthetic implants were used. The skin and the 

underlying tissues encapsulate the synthetic implant formulation and give rise to soft

xiv
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tissue owing to its non-immunogenicity. Synthetic implant consisting of High Density 

Polyethylene (HDPE) in viscous polyvinylpyrrolidone was formulated. The formulations 

were screened for desirable characteristics of particle size, syringeability and consistency. 

The optimum formulations with range of concentrations were tested in hairless rats to 

obtain a concentration giving desired soft tissue consistency and lack of migration to 

lymph nodes. The optimum formulations were further tested in New Zealand white 

rabbits for possible soft tissue augmentation and irritation. Rabbit back and ears were 

used as implantation sites. The diameter of the implant was measured at intervals using 

Vernier calipers. Irritation and redness was monitored by Minolta chromameter. The 

tissues were removed at the end of autopsy and histology was performed on the sections 

with Haematoxylin and Eosin staining for cells and Trichrome staining for collagen. The 

lymph nodes and other vital organs were observed for the presence any particles.

Soft tissue filler consisting of HDPE particles in size range (125-250 pm) 

suspended in viscous Polyvinylpyrrolidone was easy to administer in the concentration 

range of 5-30 %w/w with acceptable syringeability and consistency. The highest 

concentration with ease of administration was 35% w/w while the lowest concentration 

giving prominent visual soft tissue augmentation was 15% w/w. The implant was found 

to be stable over 8 months, non-migratory to the lymph nodes and was well accepted by 

the body. The injection sites were without irritation and showed no signs of infection.

xv
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Modem medicine and delivery techniques have made significant impact on the quality of

life. It has improved life expectancy as well as its quality. However, infectious diseases

and cancer still are the leading causes of death. Preventive medicine is the only answer to

combat these infectious diseases and to improve the quality of life, ultimately decreasing

future healthcare costs. Vaccination is the most efficient and cost effective means of

prevention for a wide variety of infectious diseases. The term vaccine is derived from a

Latin word “vacca” meaning cow with reference to the small pox vaccine as the first

vaccine from cow. Some of the milestones in achievement of vaccination are eradication

of smallpox, virtual eradication of polio from Americas and reduction in the incidence of

measles, Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertusis. However, inadequate use of currently

available vaccines and lack of efficacious vaccines for certain diseases are two major

concerns for modem vaccinology. Several approaches are being tried in order to develop

efficacious vaccine, increase patient compliance, and reduce the risk of side effects.

These approaches involve modification in the chemical composition or components of

vaccine, preparation of different types of formulations, and investigating different

delivery systems (Wenger et al., 2001). Most of the vaccines that are being investigated

today are living systems such as attenuated bacterial live vectors such as Salmonella and

Shigella, Listeria monocytogenes, Escherichia coli alpha hemolysin, secretion system,

1
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gram negative and recombinant intracellular bacteria, dendritic cells and plant derived 

edible vaccine. Among these approaches, the living systems mainly focus on the use of 

live vectors as carriers for antigen molecules (Babiuk et al., 2000). On the other hand, the 

non-living systems mainly focus on the molecule manipulation and formulation aspects 

like use of adjuvant, conjugation, virosomes and liposome, bacterial ghosts, and use of 

CpG motifs (Sheikh et al., 2000). These systems cause increase in antigenicity and 

antigen targeting to immune system. Along with the chemical modifications in the 

vaccine molecule, several formulations and vaccine delivery systems are tried for both 

protein and DNA vaccines. Microcapsules, liposomes, microencapsulatd liposomes, 

sugar or gold beads coated with antigen and transferosomes are a few of them. These 

formulations help target the antigen to significant components or cells of the immune 

system, thus facilitating the immune response. Irrespective of the type of formulation, all 

current vaccines are given by parenteral route such as intramuscular or subcutaneous 

injection of the alum adjuvanted vaccine with few exceptions such as OPV (Oral Polio 

Vaccine) in developing countries. These routes present several drawbacks. The parenteral 

route of administration is mainly related to pain and distress associated with injection, 

side effects at the site of injection, cost of needle disposal and the underlying risk of 

transmission of needle borne diseases. The depth of injection is difficult to control in case 

of pediatric and obese population leading to placement of its components to some other 

site. For intramuscularly administered vaccines needle length, anatomic site, and 

injection technique affect the immunogenecity and efficacy (Poirier et al., 1996). In 

addition, vaccine should go the site in the muscle and different patients need different 

sizes of needles (Zuckerman., 2000). Despite of the availability of several methods of
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alleviating pain such as distraction, topical anesthesia, and coolant sprays, pain, and 

distress remains to be the major cause of incomplete immunization schedule in children 

(Jacobson 2001). The failure to complete multidose regimen, especially during childhood 

severely affects efficacy of vaccination regimen. This insufficient utilization as well as 

lack of efficacy in some of the vaccines could be overcome by introduction of vaccine 

delivery strategies in vaccine development. A successful vaccine delivery system has 

several advantages. It reduces the risks associated with needle injection, eliminates the 

need for trained medical professionals, and gives optimum protection with single dose. 

Oral, nasal and transcutaneous vaccines are the three routes of administration that are 

being widely explored for vaccine delivery systems. Vaccine delivery through skin has 

been tried using several devices including jet stream injectors, gene gun, macrofabricated 

microneedles, and permeability enhancement techniques. Few techniques that can be 

mentioned are electroporation, iontophoresis, Sonophoresis, and photomechanical 

delivery using laser pulse for DNA vaccines as well as protein antigens. All these 

systems involve manipulation in the barrier property of skin along with targeting the 

antigen to immune components in the skin such as Langerhans cells (LCs) and 

keratinocytes. In most of the cases, a patch containing antigen is applied to the site of 

manipulation of skin surface.

There are several practical merits of patch-based delivery systems. The Center of 

Disease Control, World Health Organization and others have rated needle free delivery as 

a priority for new technology developments in vaccine delivery due to the risk of needle 

bom transmission of disease and hopes for increased compliance. In most of the current 

routes of administration utilized for vaccination, skin is bypassed using needles to deliver
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vaccines to deeper tissues. Skin is considered as impervious barrier to large molecular 

weight substances limiting vaccine delivery. If skin is to be targeted as immune organ by 

intradermal injection, it needs considerable skill and consistency in injection. A 

technology that circumvents the barrier properties of skin and allows passage of large 

molecules into the skin will be an appealing approach in order to investigate patch-based 

delivery of vaccines.

In addition to making the patch-based systems attractive to patients and healthcare 

workers, this system also utilizes potential of the skin as a target for immunization. The 

mammalian skin has two distinct layers, outer epidermis, and inner dermis. The 

epidermis is further divided into stratum comeum, stratum granulosum, lucidum, basal 

and germinativum. Stratum comeum, the outermost layer of dead keratinized cells is the 

main barrier for entry of molecules. It is considered impervious for the entry of molecules 

larger than 500 D. However, many antigenic moieties are reported to pass through 

stratum comeum to the level of epidermis and exhibit immune response. The living 

epidermis below stratum comeum is composed of 95% epidermal keratinocytes, 1-3 % 

Langerhans cells (LCs) as immune surveillance cells. These are subset of bone marrow 

derived dendritic cells. These cells migrate to the skin; carry the immune surveillance and 

traffic into draining lymphatics. Various stimulatory signals cause activation of LCs and 

increase number of activated LCs going to lymph nodes. Some of the reported 

stimulatory signals are vaccines, vaccine adjuvants, tissue disruption, skin manipulation 

involving controlled trauma like tape stripping, and microbial infections. Once the LCs 

are activated, they are capable of expressing co-stimulatory molecules and secrete
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cytokines. Thus, large number of activated LCs along with cytokines result in 

amplification of immune response.

With patch-based systems, the site of the target tissue in immunization is local; 

the target cells (LCs) are near and give amplification in immune response producing the 

antibodies needed for protection. Thus, even though stratum comeum is a barrier for 

delivery of molecules past epidermis, it should not be considered as barrier to serve the 

purpose of antigen delivery as the amount needed is very less. Several different strategies 

have been used for antigen transit into the skin such as occlusion, where wetting of the 

skin results in swelling of keratinocytes. The fluid is pooled in the intercellular spaces 

creating aqueous intercellular channel between keratinocytes. These channels can be 

considered as pathway for antigen entry. The use of physical disruption technique such as 

tape stripping has been used to deliver peptides or naked DNA into epidermis to induce 

(Cytotoxic T Lymphocyte) CTL. Use of penetration enhancer or delipidating agents 

partly disrupts the barrier thereby allowing entry of large molecules. Even though some 

of these methods lack consistency and reproducibility, these pretreatment methods are 

easy, require short duration, and are therefore considered clinically acceptable before 

immunization. Transcutaneous immunization uses inactivated bacterial products in order 

to facilitate entry of antigens through intact skin. Macrofabricated microneedles penetrate 

superficially in the skin to deliver antigen below stratum comeum. However, it should be 

noted that these techniques either involve use of bacterial toxin that might be 

unacceptable by certain population of patients due to side effects or extensive delivery 

system preparation that might be time consuming or cost ineffective. This suggests a need 

for reproducible, painless, and rugged patch based delivery technique.
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In the present study, we are investigating a relatively new technique called 

microporation for delivery of vaccines. Microporation is the formation of pores by using 

thermal energy. In this process, the filaments are heated for a transient period to a very 

high temperature. The heat causes vaporization of the stratum comeum components upon 

contact. The resulting pores are small, painless and do not cause any bleeding. 

Microporation on skin followed by the application of antigen-filled patch on the 

microporated area can result in permeation of antigen into the epidermis. The permeated 

antigen can directly reach systemic circulation or can be picked up by several antigen- 

presenting cells in the epidermis resulting in initiation of required events leading to 

immune response. We are investigating this microporation immunization using three 

different antigens. Bovine Serum Albumin is being used as a model antigen, and 

Hepatitis B surface antigen and Tetanus Toxoid as antigens used in routine immunization 

procedures.

Specific Aims

The broad aim of this work was to evaluate microporation as immunization 

technique. This was done by conducting feasibility experiments using three 

different model antigens and varying several parameters during the immunization 

procedure. The specific aims of the study were:

1. To study the pore characteristics like dimension, location, closure kinetics and 

effect on skin after microporation.

2. To determine in vitro permeation of BSA as a model protein through 

microporated skin.
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3. To evaluate microporation immunization using bovine serum albumin as a model 

protein antigen and to study effect of concentration in patch, time of patch 

application, species of mice and route of administration as experimental variables 

on antibody titer.

4. To evaluate microporation immunization using Hepatitis B surface antigen and 

Tetanus toxoid and to study effect of concentration in patch, duration of patch 

application and activator design as experimental variables on antibody titer.
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CHAPTER2

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Vaccine Delivery through Skin

Structure of Skin

The skin is the outermost layer of the body. The function of skin is to protect 

against water loss, ultraviolet light, and entry of pathogens. Skin is made up of three main 

layers, epidermis, dermis, and hypodermis. Epidermis is further divided into different 

layers due to programmed differentiation of keratinocytes. From the outside to inside 

these are termed as stratum comeum, stratum lucidum, stratum granulosum, stratum 

spinosum and stratum basal. The stratum comeum is the outermost layer of dead 

keratinocytes called comeocytes and provides major control over the entry of molecules. 

The structure of stratum comeum can be described as “Brick and Mortar” analogous to a 

wall as described by (Barry et al., 2001, Williams and Kupper, 1996). The keratin filled 

comeocytes are represented by bricks while the lipid bilayers form mortar joining the 

cells together.

Pathways of penetration for vaccines

Most molecules penetrate the skin by intercellular microroute. The penetrants 

have three potential pathways of penetration. Hair follicles, sweat ducts and through 

stratum comeum. Hydration of stratum comeum increases the penetration rate of most of 

the substances. This mainly happens as the water opens up the compact structure of

8
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stratum comeum (Menon, 1994). Svedman et al (2002) have reported delivery of 

Morphine in epidermatomization of raised tissue after blister formation by suction. The 

particle size of the molecule mainly determines the availability of shunt pathway. 

Particles less than 3 pm penetrate stratum comeum and follicles (Schaefer and 

Redelmeier, 1996). An antibody preparation reduced hair loss effects of chemotherapy 

agents when applied to scalp. Therefore, this route might be a possible route for antigen 

penetration. It was also speculated that normal follicles induce immune response to the 

proteins in the follicles (Barry, 2001). Several pathways of penetration through bare skin 

have been reported for expression vectors in DNA vaccination. Hair follicles sweat ducts 

and minor imperfections in the skin act as major pathways. It has been shown by B 

galactosidase activity that the cells within the hair follicles, interfollicular keratinocytes 

and dermal fibroblasts are also targeted by the expression vectors (Shi et al., 1999)

Skin as Immune Organ

Skin forms the important barrier between body and external environment. In 

addition to its barrier and other homeostatic functions, it also serves as immunologic 

organ. This function is due to its ability to draw upon the resources elsewhere in the body 

into cutaneous microenvironment in response to external dangerous stimuli. The major 

types of cells that make up the immune system of skin reside in epidermis as well as 

dermis. The epidermal types of cells are keratinocytes, Langerhans cells, and epidermal 

dendritic T cells. The cells present in dermis are dermal fibroblasts, microvascular 

endothelial cells, dermal dendritic cells, mast cells, and resident perivascular T cells.
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These components sense variety of stimuli like trauma, UV radiation, toxic chemicals and 

pathogenic microorganisms.

Keratinocytes

The viable epidermis is composed of 90% of keratinocytes. Keratinocytes 

produce a wide variety of different cytokines such as interleukin, tissue necrosis factor 

and interferon upon exposure to stimuli (Babiuk et al., 2000). These can be lipid bilayer 

disruption, chemicals from other cells or antigen entry. Keratinocytes also serve as a 

matrix for the attachment of the other epidermal cells that are part of cutaneous immune 

system. Keratinocytes are unable to migrate to lymph nodes to sensitize naive T cells, but 

they present antigen to T cells that reach the skin. Resting keratinocytes lack MHC-II 

molecule. They present antigen only to class I restricted CD8+T cells. The Interferon 

gamma, either produced by activated Thl cells or by natural killer cells, activates the 

keratinocytes to synthesize MHC-II. This results in keratinocytes capable of presenting 

antigen to CD4+ T cells (Williams and Kupper, 1996).

Langerhans Cells (LC)

Langerhans cells are the professional antigen presenting cells of the epidermis. 

Even if these cells contribute 1% of the total cell population, they cover nearly 20% of 

surface area through their horizontal orientation and long protrusions. (Hammond et al., 

2001) These cells possess specialized mechanisms enabling them to capture and uptake 

exogenous antigens efficiently. These cells also process the antigens inside the cytoplasm 

and break them into immunogenic peptides. These peptides are combines with MHC-II 

class molecules and are presented as MHC-II-antigen complex to T cells. The LCs
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normally reside in the epidermis but they move to the lymph nodes via afferent 

lymphatics in response to noxious stimuli. Once they reach lymph node, they can activate 

more naive T cells resulting in their proliferation. In addition to cells of dermis, 

endothelial cells of dermis also function as antigen presenting cells. Like keratinocytes, 

they express MHC-II molecules following stimulation with Interferon gamma. In dermis, 

the fibroblasts secrete secondary cytokines while dermal dendritic cells function similar 

to epidermal dendritic cells in antigen presentation. Dendritic cells are potent APCs. 

Different types of LCs are derived from different origins and reside in different tissues to 

perform characteristic functions. They undergo differentiation from immature antigen 

containing cells to mature cells stimulating T cells. Several factors affect DC maturation. 

Cytokines like TNF-alpha, 11-4, IFN- gamma, bacterial products like lipopolysaccharides 

stimulate them and cause their migration to afferent lymphatics and then to lymphoid 

tissue. The augmentation of migration by TNF-a and IL-b is reported in skin cultures. 

(Stoitzner et al., 1999). Most of this maturation occurs following the infection or harmful 

stimuli. However, the movement can also occur constitutively. Mast cells express high 

affinity Fc receptors for IgE on the surface and are known for IgE mediated allergic 

response after allergen exposure. (Williams et al., 1996).

Cytokine and chemokmes in skin

Cytokines are proinflammatory molecules secreted in the skin by keratinocytes 

that activate both epidermal and dermal cells. Chemokines are small heparin binding 

proteins that have chemotactic activity. They attract leukocytes from the circulation to the 

site of inflammation. Both these molecules aid in regulation of proliferation and
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differentiation of epidermal cells. They also help trafficking and functioning of 

Langerhans cells. Various types of cytokines are IL-I, TN F-a,, IL-18, GM-CSF (Uchi et 

al., 2000). Migration of Langerhans cells and dermal dendritic cells is found to be 

augmented by these cytokines in skin organ cultures (Stoitzer et al., 1999). Cytokines are 

also involved in Langerhans cell activation.

Vaccine Formulation Strategies 

In addition to different techniques of delivery, different formulation aspects are 

also used in order to deliver antigens effectively to immune cells. Microencapsulation, 

polymeric complexes, liposomes, and virus like particles are some of the well-studied 

delivery systems. These systems can enhance uptake of antigen in the immune cells that 

makes single dose vaccination feasible.

Microencapsulation

Microparticulate system is mainly used for mucosal delivery like oral, vaginal, 

and nasal delivery of vaccines although it has also been tried for cutaneous vaccination 

(Almeida and Alpar., 1996). The oral delivery of microparticles is aimed at increasing the 

number of microparticles absorbed across GI track. Suspending the microparticle in fatty 

acid emulsion system, use of Oleic acid, vitamin B12, and phosphatidylcholine are found 

to be effective in increasing absorption. The optimum system will attain more 

concentration near (Gut Associated Lymphoid Tissue), GALT and (Peyer’s Patches), PP. 

In addition, it will have maximum antigen loading capacity (Jenkins et al., 1995). The 

optimum size range to be absorbed across PP, is 3-5 pm and to mesenteric lymph is 0.5-1 

pm. Vaccination with Polylactic acid co glycolide encapsulated synthetic peptide SPf66
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for malaria has been tried by oral route (Carcaboso et al, 2003). The IgG response was 

found comparable to alum vaccine triple shot in addition to indication of Th-1 like 

immune response. Single injection of Polylactide particles encapsulating HBsAg have 

been reported to produce significantly higher titer as compared to minimum titer required 

for protection (Singh et al., 1997). Major envelope protein of Hepatitis B virus (48 amino 

acid synthetic peptide S121/48) encapsulated using polylactide-co-glycolide has 

exhibited increased titer over only peptide (Moynihan et al., 2001). Tetanus Toxoid (TT) 

has also been delivered by transcutaneous immunization using mutants of Escherechia 

coli heat labile enterotoxin as an adjuvant. A pulsed controlled release system containing 

microcapsule structure embedding tetanus toxoid entrapped into oil base has been 

investigated by Sanchez et al (1996). The formulation shows ability to protect the 

Tetanus toxoid from degradation and shows release of TT at programmed time points. 

Similarly, Biodegradable particles made of polylactide co glycolide containing Tetanus 

Toxoid were evaluated for their controlled release and immunization efficacy 

(Raghuvanshi et al., 2001). The immune response in rats showed that the anti-TT 

antibody titers produced by TT loaded in PLGA particles were significantly higher than 

the titers produced by TT in saline. However, when compared with Alum adjuvanted 

vaccine, the alum was found to be better adjuvant as compared to polymeric particles. 

Hepatitis B peptide vaccine encapsulated in biodegradable lactide polymer such as PLG 

have been used for immunization in mice (Singh et al., 1997). Biodegradable PLGA 

particles have been used as delivery system for immunization with bovine serum albumin 

as a model antigen (Igartua et al., 1998). Serum anti BSA IgG response by subcutaneous
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injection of microspheres was found to be significantly greater than injection of BSA 

solution or solution mixed with microspheres. Tetanus toxoid containing nanospheric 

particles are found to stimulate spleen cells in vitro (Eyles et al., 2003).

Liposomal Systems

Microencapsulated liposome systems (MELs) carrying recombinant HBsAg was 

investigated. MELs having Poly-L Lysine (214 kD) were found to be efficient then alum 

as an adjuvant or conventional liposomes (Machluf and Apte, 2000). DNA based non- 

invasive vaccination using gene encoding human growth hormone has been done using 

inactivated adenovirus vector and liposomal delivery (Shi et al., 1999). In this study, the 

vaccines with adenovirus as a vector elicited better response as compared to that by 

liposome. It has been hypothesized that more the depth of the introduction of DNA into 

the skin, the lesser is the immune response due to the lack of immunesurvillance in the 

deeper regions. However, animals may have evolved immunesurvillance mechanism 

within epidermis to eliminate infection along the border of skin. Similarly, mannosylated 

liposomal delivery of FITC conjugated Ovalbumin and Tetanus Toxoid to dendritic cells 

in culture has been reported by (Copland et al., 2003). Coupling of liposome and Tetanus 

toxoid with glutaraldehyde has been done in order to reduce the reaction due to anti TTd 

antibody and to increase the stability of formulation at room temperature. Upon 

conjugation, the stability was found to increase and reduction in anti-TTD antibodies 

responsible for skin reaction was decreased (Naito et al., 1998). Similarly Gregoriadis 

(1994) has reported liposomes to act as adjuvants and antigen carriers for peptide 

vaccines.
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Transferosomes

Topical immunization with Tetanus Toxoid loaded transferosomes has been 

reported by (Gupta et al., 2005). Transferosomes containing soy phosphatidylcholine and 

sodium deoxycholate in the ratio of 85: 15% w/w were optimum in terms of entrapment 

efficiency and deformability. The anti-TT IgG titer obtained with second immunization 

with Tetanus toxoid loaded transferosomes was found to be comparable with 

intramuscular injection of alum adjuvanted Tetanus Toxoid.

Cutaneous Vaccination

Since Jenner’s era, vaccines have been developed against more than 20 infectious 

diseases such as influenza, pneumonia, whooping cough, rubella, rabies, meningitis, and 

hepatitis B. These vaccines have experienced their growth from traditional vaccines to 

vaccines obtained through biotechnology. Traditional vaccines are weakened or killed 

microbes or inactivated toxins. Some antigen molecules such as Hepatitis B surface 

Antigen are obtained as a product of recombinant DNA technology while some like 

Haemophilus influenzae b are conjugate vaccines. Most of these vaccines are formulated 

as suspension or solutions of protein antigens adsorbed onto Alum serving as an adjuvant 

and is generally given by intramuscular or subcutaneous injection on deltoid or thigh 

region. Alum is considered a safe adjuvant, however, possesses ability to induce allergic 

reactions in some subjects owing to IgE induction. Alum upregulates the co-stimulatory 

signals on monocytes eventually increasing IL-4 levels.
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Novel Vaccine Delivery Techniques

Before the vaccine actually reaches the people, three major aspects are to be 

considered. These are chemical modification, formulation, and delivery system. Design, 

which includes manipulation of chemistry of the antigen; formulation which considers 

excipients mainly adjuvants and delivery, that focuses on patient compliance along with 

optimum targeting of vaccine for desired immune response. In order to target vaccines to 

cells of the immune system, several delivery devices and vehicles have been used. Gene 

gun, Jet injectors, microneedles, microprojection arrays, electroporation, iontophoresis, 

and sonophoresis are the main delivery methods and devices while microcapsules, 

liposomes, polymeric complexes, virus like particles are the formulation approaches. 

Gene Gun

Gene gun is mainly used for DNA vaccines where the DNA is coated on the gold 

particle and the particles are forced into the skin by helium. Particle mediated 

immunization with gold coated DNA particles using needle free Powder-Ject system for 

hepatitis B DNA vaccine has been tried in humans. The DNA was precipitated on the 

surface of 1-3 pm gold particles in the presence of spermidine and calcium chloride. The 

particles were bombarded on the skin surface by constant helium pressure of 500 psi 

produced by medical grade filter sterilized helium. In humans, a level of 10 mlU/ ml of 

HBsAg specific antibody is able to protect against HBV infection. Particle mediated 

vaccination with 1-4 pg HBsAg expressing DNA illustrated protective 

response in 100% volunteers in this phase I clinical trial. Along with humoral response, 

cell mediated immune response is also detected in each participant. Direct transfection of
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human cutaneous dendritic cells in human skin organ culture with gold coated DNA 

encoding for EGFP has been reported (Larregina et al. 2001). The study shows that 

human skin LCs transfected in situ with gene gun are stimulated and migrate immediately 

after the inoculation procedure. These activated LCs further present the expressed antigen 

to MHC class-I restricted T cells. Epidermal powder immunization with protein antigens 

of influenza and Hepatitis B virus have been reported (Chen et al. 2001). One of the study 

uses water-soluble sugar based particles containing influenza antigen while the other uses 

gold-coated protein. Gene gun delivers of DNA coated gold particles in and around the 

cell thus preventing its degradation.

Jet Injection

Jet Injection is a technique that uses air pressure to force liquid through skin and 

around the cells. Jet injections use air pressure to force liquid through skin and around 

cells. One of the advantages with jet injectors is less tissue damage as compared to 

conventional injection as the liquid follows path of least resistance. This method has been 

used for intradermal, subcutaneous, and intramuscular delivery of proteins as well as 

DNA. Use of jet injectors for B.C.G. vaccination in children has been reported by Shah 

and Karande (1978). This method has been tried for both DNA as well as protein 

vaccines.

Electroporation

Electroporation uses electric field which permeabalises the cell membrane 

allowing entry of molecules. In vivo electroporation for the delivery of plasmid encoding 

HBsAg has been done by Widera et al (2000). Vaccination using peptide against
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Hepatitis B has been also reported (Misra et al., 2000). Topical gene transfer encoding 

EGFP with CMV promoter using electroporation is reported by Dujardin et al (2001).

The plasmid first localized surrounding the keratinocytes and then inside the cytoplasm. 

The protein expression in epidermis two days post electroporation was significantly 

higher than passive control.

Epidermal Powder Immunization

This technology delivers antigens on 1.5 to 2.5 pm gold particles to the epidermis 

using a needle free powder delivery system (Chen et al., 2001). The particles are targeted 

to viable epidermis with intracellular localization of particles as revealed in electron 

microscopy, thus directly transfecting the APCs. The powder is delivered with the help of 

disposable or multiple dose system (Now the system is called as Powdeiject) that 

employs high velocity stream of helium into the skin. DNA or protein adsorbed on gold 

particles and formulated in the form of powder is filled in the cartridge and inserted into 

the delivery device. The pressure of helium gas controls depth of penetration of vaccine 

(Dean et al 2003). Epidermal powder immunization using diphtheria toxoid was tried in 

presence of two different adjuvants, aluminum phosphate (Alum) and CpG DNA. This 

type of immunization resulted in both Thl and Th2 type of response depending upon the 

nature of adjuvant. The alum adjuvant caused predominance of Th-2 type immunity 

shown by more IgGl subclass antibody response. CpG DNA, on the other hand, resulted 

in Th-1 type response characterized by increased production of IgG2a. In first case, there 

were more IL-4 secreting cells while in second one more IFN-gamma producing cells 

were seen (Chen et al., 2001). In a related report of additive effect of two different
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adjuvants to hepatitis B vaccine (Wang et al., 2003), Both Thl and Th-2 type responses 

were significantly higher in epidermal powder immunization as compared to 

subcutaneous injection. (Chen et al., 2001).

Microfabricated Microneedles

This technology has also been reported to overcome the barrier property of skin. 

These micro needles are typically approximately 150 pm long and create pathways across 

stratum comeum allowing transport of antigens. Significantly high titers of anti

ovalbumin antibody were obtained using this needle free patch technology (Matriano et 

al., 2001). Several alternative methods for delivery of vaccines have been tried. 

Intracutaneous immunization with ovalbumin using microprojection array technology 

(Macroflux) has been reported. This technology uses antigen coated titanium 

microprojection arrays that penetrate into the skin upon application and release antigen. 

Similar technique of creating microconduits in skin by microscisson for drug delivery is 

reported by Hemden et al 2004.

Transcutaneous Immunization (TCI)

This term was essentially coined for application of antigen on bare skin without 

any barrier disruption (Glenn et al., 1998). The technique uses CT and LT as adjuvants 

that are widely used as adjuvants in case of oral and mucosal delivery of vaccines.

However, application of these toxins to unbroken skin does not induce systemic 

toxicities that are associated with their use via oral, nasal or parenteral routes (Glenn, 

2002). Initially this technique was reported using bovine serum albumin as a model 

antigen along with cholera toxin (Glenn et al., 1998). When BSA was coadministred with
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CT, high levels of anti-BSA antibody were achieved as compared to that obtained with 

BSA alone. This finding is in contrast to similar experiment in sheep (Cope and Colditz 

2000) where CT failed to induce anti-BSA antibody by topical immunization. Similar 

adjuvant activity of CT was demonstrated with Tetanus and Diphtheria toxoid (Glenn et 

al.,1998). In addition, anti-CT antibodies are developed upon administration of CT to 

intact skin protecting mice against lethal mucosal challenge of active toxin. Both IgG and 

IgA types could be detected. (Scharton -Kerston et al., 1998). Similar report of 

transcutaneous immunization with BSA and Hen Egg Lysozyme (HEL) uses back as well 

as dorsal surface of ear as application sites for effective immunization (Scharton -  

Kerston et al 1999). Similar to CT, Heat labile enterotoxin of E coli, LT is also used as an 

effective adjuvant. A recombinant enterotoxigenic E. coli vaccine (CS6) (Guerena et al., 

2002) can be effectively delivered in human volunteers using LT in TCI. Hydration can 

be considered as a major pathway for permeation in case of occlusion. Extended water 

exposure has number of effects on skin (Warner et al., 1999). Transcutaneous 

immunization using Tetanus toxoid as antigen is reported (Hammond et al., 2001). In this 

study, the immunization was needle free with pretreatment of shaving the skin and 

hydrate it for 5 minutes. Several adjuvants like cholera toxin, recombinant CTB unit, heat 

labile enterotoxin and alum were used. The main mechanism is thought to be the 

hydration of stratum comeum to allow access of both adjuvant and antigen to the outer 

layers of epidermis followed by uptake in Langerhans cells. The antitetanus antibodies 

produced in this study were found to be protective. Similar immunization using
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enterotoxigenic Escherechia coli vaccine resulted in significant antibody against 

recombinant vaccine (Guerena-Burgueno et al., 2001).

Microporation

Microporation uses vaporization process to remove microscopic areas in stratum 

comeum thereby creating microscopic pores. Thus, the technique by passes the stratum 

comeum allowing access to epidermis. In this technique, an array of resistive filaments is 

applied to the skin followed by passing an electric current of a very short duration 

(milliseconds) through the array. A transient temperature increase at the contact points of 

arrays and stratum comeum flash vaporizes its components leaving holes the size of 

width of human hair on the skin. This pore is temporarily formed increasing the 

permeability of stratum comeum drastically. By controlling the filament geometry and 

the electrical parameters, we can precisely control the size and depth as well as density of 

pores in a given area.

The process is superficial and does not contact the capillaries or nerve ending making it 

painless. This technique was previously developed to increase the permeability of the 

skin eventually facilitating the permeation of drugs and vaccines. It has been reported for 

the extraction of interstitial fluids for diagnostic purpose. The first vaccine delivery using 

microporation has been reported.. Topical immunization using replication defective 

adenovims as vector has been achieved using microporation. In this 

study, the effectiveness of microporation for gene transfer to the skin and genetic 

immunization using adenovims vector was demonstrated. In the present study, the utility 

of this technique is being investigated for delivery of protein vaccines.
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Model Proteins Used in the Study 

We have used three different model proteins in this study as protein antigens. 

Bovine Serum Albumin, Hepatitis B surface antigen and Tetanus Toxoid. Out of these, 

first two are used as pure protein and Tetanus toxoid is used as pure protein as well as 

alum adjuvanted vaccine.

Bovine Serum Albumin

BSA is a large globular protein with well characterized physicochemical 

properties. It has molecular weight of 66 kDa. Albumin is the most abundant protein in 

the circulatory system and contributes 80% to colloid osmotic blood pressure. It has now 

been determined that serum albumin is chiefly responsible for the maintenance of blood 

pH.

Structure of BSA.The BSA molecule is made up of three homologous domains (I, II, III) 

which are divided into nine loops (L1-L9) by 17 disulfide bonds. The loops in each 

domain are made up of a sequence of large-small-large loops forming a triplet. Albumin 

structure is predominantly alpha-helical (67%) with the remaining polypeptide occurring 

in turns and extended or flexible regions between subdomains with no beta-sheets. As the 

protein denatures the alpha helix content decreases and beta sheet content increases as 

supported by X ray crystallography and Raman Spectrum. The interaction between beta 

sheets of BSA is responsible for gelation property of BSA above certain temperature. It 

has 17 disulfide bonds. The disulfide pairings are located almost exclusively between
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helical segments. The majority of disulfides is well protected and most are not readily 

accessible to solvent. Disulfide bonds was accessible to reducing agents in the pH range 

5-7, but became progressively available as the pH was raised or lowered thus protecting 

the disulfides in albumin at neutral pH from reducing agents.

Structural forms and stability. BSA molecule undergoes isomerization at different pH 

values owing to changes in alpha helical structure. Mostly this occurs at pH below 8.0 

where it changes from N to F form with significant loss in alpha helix, decrease in 

solubility and increase in viscosity. Further decrease in pH below 4.0 transfers it to 

Extended (E) form. Native BSA molecules do not form gels when they are dispersed in 

water of pH 7 because the intermolecular reactive repulsive forces dominate the attractive 

forces. The thermal stability and effect on gelation of BSA due to presence of sucrose has 

been studied. Sucrose increases the thermal denaturation temperature of BSA because of 

thermodynamically favorable state of native BSA with Sucrose as compared to denatured 

state. Under appropriate solution conditions or when the molecule is heated, the interior 

hydrophobic regions of the molecule are exposed resulting in increase in surface 

hydrophobicity. This in turn promotes self-aggregation and gel formation (Baier and 

Clements., 2001). BSA at low concentration exhibits self association properties. In this 

case, the molecules with intermediate B sheet conformation interact and change the 

conformation by forming aggregates. It has been reported using CD, DSC and light 

scattering experiments that (Bulone et al., 2001) the native and b structure rich forms 

interact and cause decrease in thermodynamic stability of a solution resulting in 

aggregation.
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Antigenic determinants on BSA. Several studies have been done by fragmentation and 

immunoblotting to determine the functional epitopes on BSA molecule. The antigenic 

determinants changes with the species tested (Berretta et al., 2001). Amino acids 

sequence 524-598 serves as an epitopic area for humans. The most critical sequence 

seems to be 524-542. Similar studies have been done by inhibition assay of several 

peptide fragments of BSA and whole anti-BSA antibody. According to the authors, the 

entire albumin molecule has minimum of six different, non-repeating antigenic 

determinants. Three different domains are suggested for antigenecity named I, II and III 

and each has an equal number of antigenic determinants suggested by equal number of 

anti-BSA antibody reacting with each of them. The identity of amino acids shared 

between three domains is only 10% or 19 amino acids out of 193 residues are identical. 

Out of these 19 residues, 8 are cysteine, are involved in disulfide bond formation, and are 

conserved in all mammalian and avian albumins. Even though human and bovine 

albumins are 80% identical in sequence they cross react only 10%. The antigenic 

structure of BSA was also studied in rabbits by binding assay and antigen induced 

Histamine release assay from the activated basophils (Wahn et al., 1981). The data 

suggests presence of at least four antigenic IgE binding sites on each half of the molecule 

obtained by peptic and Tryptic fragments of the molecule.

The Hepatitis B virus

Hepatitis B virus is the only DNA containing hepatitis virus. This virus has three 

main parts. The outermost part is lipoprotein envelope. This encloses middle core protein 

also called as capsid. Inside is the viral genome containing only four genes S, C, P, X. S
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(Surface HBs), C (Core) are structural while P(Pol) and X help in transcription. S gene 

has three regions encoding for surface peptide namely s, PreSl, PreS2.

Upon transcription, S gene gives rises to three polypeptides small or major(S), 

middle(PreS2+S), Large (PreSl+PreS2+S). Serum of infected person has predominance 

of S and sometimes small amount of M peptide. The S region is also characterized by the 

presence of group specific and subtype specific determinants. Group specific determinant 

is “a” and subtype determinants are either “d” or “y” and “w” or “r”. This results in four 

different subtypes as adw, adr, ayw, ayr.

Hepatitis B surface Antigen. Hepatitis B virus infection is a major worldwide cause of 

hepatocellular carcinoma and progressive liver cirrhosis. WHO estimate suggests that 

there are over 300 million worldwide carriers of virus. Immunization represents the only 

known method to prevent infection. The commonly used immunization schedule is three 

intramuscular injections of 10 or 20 pg alum adjuvanted HbsAg given at 0, 1 and 6 

months interval. Factors influencing the immune response to Hepatitis B vaccine 

(Hollinger et al 1989) are host factors such as age, body weight, impairment of immune 

response; immunization related factors such as site of inoculation, dose, storage of 

vaccine, and booster doses. HBsAg is mainly used for immunization. The vaccines 

obtained initially from the infected plasma of human carriers had limited supply and 

persistent safety concern. The vaccines obtained now from yeast cells by recombinant 

DNA technology are found to be very effective and safe. This antigen is used in the form 

of recombinant HbsAg obtained from yeast or mammalian cell line. However, these are 

expensive to produce, require cold chain for storage and transportation, and require three
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doses in order to produce protective titer. The commercial alum adjuvanted vaccine is 

used for prevention of Hepatitis B infection.

Antigenic sites within HBsAg. The immune response against HBV is mainly directed 

towards HBsAg. HBsAg is composed of three glycoproteins S, M and L (Davis 1997). 

Among these three domains, Pre-S2 domain is present in both M and L proteins. This 

region is highly immunogenic and an important target for virus neutralizing antibodies. 

Both T cell and B cell epitopes are found in PreS2 region. The amino acids numbered 

from 120-145 are mainly responsible for this activity. Amino acids lysine 141 and lysine 

160 determine “a” subtype activity (Peterson et al., 1987) and “a” determinant is more 

immunogenic (Paulij et al., 1999). Amino acids residues from 120-132 constitute 

important T cell epitope while those between 132-145 behaving as linear epitope is for 

the B cell activation. Several B and T cell epitopes have been identified on both the S and 

pre-S domains, and are collectively known as hepatitis B surface antigen. The S domain 

encodes major protective B cell epitope. The antigenecity of HBsAg depend upon extent 

of disulfide bonding within the small surface protein. Hepatocytes derived HBsAg are 

dimmers while that by recombinant technology in yeast are monomers with partial cross- 

linking. In CHO cell, dimer formation is cell line dependent (Diminsky et al., 2000). 

Similar disulfide formation occurs in plant derived HbsAg (Smith et al., 2003). This 

disulfide is critical for immunogenic epitope presentation. The dimers of small surface 

protein displays all epitopes required for immunogenecity.

Stability and formulation. The antigenic activity of HBsAg is dependent on the native 

conformation. The effect of temperature induced native secondary structure on
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antigenicity has been studied by correlating CD and antigenic activity experiments 

(Gutierrez et al., 1992). Heating for 19 hours showed transition at 49°C with loss of 

helical content from 49% to 26% for temperature increase of 23-60°C. The protein has 

six different epitopes that are conformation dependent and are protected from 

denaturation when the antibody binds to it. Certain epitopes that are close to the lipid 

protein interface are dependent on the state of lipids for showing antigenecity. Similarly, 

physical, chemical and immunological stability has been studied by various techniques 

determining chemical composition and immunogenicity (Diminsky et al., 2000). The 

stability results indicate that the naked particles of CHO-HBsAg can be stored as aqueous 

dispersion for 30 days. Alternatively, freeze dried form can be stored at 4°C in presence 

or absence of sugars except mannitol. Particulate structure of this protein is strongly 

required for immunogenicity. The chemical stability of Hepatitis B vaccine (HbSAg 

particles adsorbed on Alum) is better than naked particles. However, the particles retain 

their immunogenecity upon freeze-drying while the alum adsorbed vaccine loses it. 

Tetanus Toxoid

Tetanus is caused by the action of a highly potent neurotoxin produced by 

anaerobic bacterium Clostridium tetani. Vaccination with tetanus toxoid is the best 

medical intervention for protection. Immunization schedules introduced in 1940s and 

1950s have led to effective eradication of this disease in the developed world. However, 

tetanus still remains a problem in developing countries, where it has the highest incidence 

of all vaccine preventable diseases. This is due to the failure to follow up with booster
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injections, which are needed periodically to compensate for the decline in titers of 

antibody to the toxin, and the lack of trained medical personnel and facilities required for 

administration of the vaccines (Tierney et al., 2003). Therefore, both to increase the 

compliance and to make the vaccine more economical, and to eliminate needle as a 

potential source of infection, there is a need to develop simple and practical 

immunization procedures that do not require the use of needles and syringes.

Tetanus vaccine is prepared from tetanus toxin produced by the growth of the bacterium 

Clostridium tetani. The toxin is converted to tetanus toxoid by treatment with 

formaldehyde solution. In addition, for tetanus toxoid adsorbed or adsorbed tetanus 

vaccine, aluminum phosphate or aluminum potassium sulphate is used as a mineral 

adjuvant to adsorb the tetanus antigens. This prolongs and enhances the antigenic 

properties by retarding the rate of absorption of the injected toxoid into the body. There 

are slight variations of the production methods used by different manufacturers but all 

products must meet the established potency of 5 to 7.5 Lf units/0.5 ml dose.

Elevated temperatures altered the physico-chemical and antigenic properties of the 

toxoids to a greater extent than the acids (50 mM) did. Substantial unfolding and 

chemical changes of tryptophan were observed upon 1-4 weeks of incubation at 60 °C . 

At 4 °C, only minor conformational changes were observed, even in the presence of the 

acids. Furthermore, 40% of the tetanus toxoid antigenicity was lost after 7 days at 37 °C. 

This loss increased in the presence of the acids. At 60° C, the antigenicity had completely 

vanished. Very importantly, 0.5% albumin preserved the tetanus antigenicity over 6 

weeks incubation at 37 °C, regardless of the presence of glycolic acid. This qualifies
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albumin as potential stabilizing additive for toxoid-loaded poly (lactic acid) and poly 

(lactic-co-glycolic acid) microspheres. Lyophilized tetanus toxoid aggregates undergo 

formaldehyde mediated cross linking at 37°C and elevated humidity. In this process, after 

formalin treatment, reactive electrophiles are created and stored in vaccine react with 

nucleophiles of second vaccine molecule. This process continues resulting in 

intermolecular cross-links. This cross-linking can be prevented by addition of sorbital or 

treating vaccine with sodium cynobormohydride that reduces electrophiles and SchifF s 

bases or blocking the amino groups of the vaccine by succinylation. (Schewendeman et 

al., 1995)
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CHAPTER 3

MICROPORE MORPHOLOGY, DURATION OF CLOSURE AND PERMEABILITY

TO A MODEL PROTEIN

Abstract

Purpose. To study the pore characteristics like dimension, location, closure kinetics and 

effect on skin after microporation.

Methods. The location and size was studied by optical microscopy of longitudinal 

sections of mouse/ hairless rat skin stained with Green Food Dye and Hematoxylin Eosin 

stain. The skin was microporated to produce 80 pores/ cm2 and harvested before 

sectioning. The sections were observed under 40 X magnification. Transepidermal water 

loss through microporated BALB/c mouse skin was measured using computerized 

evaporimetry in order to get approximate idea about the pore closure characteristics. This 

value was compared with that obtained with tape stripped skin and untreated skin. Any 

possible irritation and redness is measured using chromameter. The permeability of BSA 

as a model protein is studied using in vitro Franz Diffusion cells. The onset time and 

extent of permeation was compared to that obtained through intact skin.

Results. Histology reveals location of pores at epidermal-dermal boundary. The pore 

length, breadth and depth are found to be approximately 300x100x50 um.

30
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The Transepidermal water loss decreases by about 74 % after 24 hours suggesting partial 

recovery of stratum comeum barrier in 24 hours. The model protein, BSA starts 

permeating through microporated skin at half-hour after patch application containing 

BSA protein solution.

Conclusions: Resultant micropores were at the epidermal dermal boundary with possible 

recovery within 24 hours. The procedure did not produce significant erythema, irritation 

or changes in capillary blood flow. The onset of permeation of BSA through 

microporated skin is shorter than intact skin with more cumulative delivery obtained 

through microporated skin.

Introduction

All the vaccines in the market with few exceptions such as Oral Polio Vaccine 

(OPV) are given by parenteral route. This route increases risk of needle borne diseases, 

lacks patient compliance and ease of administration. Transcutaneous vaccination is an 

attractive approach being investigated recently. This method of delivery could eliminate 

need for booster doses, use of alum as adjuvant and could result in patient compliance 

due to painless patch application procedure. Even though the concept of transcutaneous 

vaccination seems new, the first historical vaccination was done using delivery through 

abraded skin of a young boy. Even today, this route is being investigated using different 

skin transport technologies such as electroporation, microneedles, microprojection arrays, 

jet injectors; bacterial adjuvants such as cholera toxin, Heat labile enterotoxin and several 

vaccine delivery systems like microparticles, liposomes, transferosomes and ISCOMs.
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In the present study, we are investigating microporation, a relatively new method 

of manipulation of stratum comeum in order to allow antigen entry. The feasibility of 

delivering model protein antigens through microporated skin will be tested in subsequent 

experiments. In this section, we are evaluating the alteration in the structural and 

permeability characteristics of microporated skin as compared to intact skin. 

Transepidermal water loss is used as a marker of stratum comeum integrity. In addition, 

the permeability of bovine semm albumin through microporated skin will be compared to 

that through intact skin. The microscopic evaluation of a micropore formed in the skin 

will be done for determining the dimensions. Different methods of manipulating stratum 

comeum have been tried in order to increase permeability of skin. Tape stripping, use of 

delipidizing agents, penetration enhancers, sonophoresis and electropotration are reported 

to increase permeability, thereby increasing the threshold for molecular weight that can 

pass allow through skin. Most of these techniques are evaluated using histochemical 

techniques, transmission electron microscopy, Differential Scanning Calorimetry to study 

change in structural components and transepidermal water loss, moisture content, pH of 

skin, redness or irritation and FTIR (Benfeldt et al., 1999, Pirot et al., 1997 ) to study 

functional integrity and cosmetic aspects. The assessment of all these parameters is 

important to modulate delivery parameters and achieve patient comfort and acceptance. 

As microporation procedure causes partial modification in stratum comeum, it is essential 

to evaluate this technique using few evaluation methods stated above. Of particular 

importance is location of the pores as this will determine the proximity of antigen 

presenting cells to the delivered antigen. Transepidermal water loss will serve as an
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indirect measurement of stratum comeum integrity. The ability of microporated skin to 

increase the permeability of a protein molecule is will be studied by in vitro Franz 

diffusion cell experiment using bovine serum albumin as a model protein.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Inbred female BALB/c Mice within age group 6-8 weeks (weight range 16-20 g) 

were obtained from Charles River laboratories. The plastic base molds, hematoxylin and 

eosin stains, Destaining solution, Fixative were purchased from Fisher 

Scientific(Pittsburgh, PA), The superfrost gold slides, coverslips, staining racks and 

blades were obtained from Electron Microscopy Sciences, cryostat (American Optical), 

liquid nitrogen, Transpore tape, TEWL evaporimeter was by Dermalab (Highland Park, 

IL), BSA Assay kit from Bethyl Laboratories (Montgomery, TX)

Microporation

A prototype hand held microporation activator system developed by Altea 

Therapeutics, Inc. (Atlanta, GA). A constant set of parameters is applied in each 

experiment involving microporation resulting in pore density 80 pores/cm2. After 15 

minutes instrument warm up a thin array of filaments is attached to the activator tip and 

activated to ensure proper circuitry and attachment. The activator is pressed firmly on the 

surface to be microporated and activated to produce micropores.
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Microscopy

Mouse skin was shaved with and clipped on abdominal region covering 

approximately 2.5 x 2.5 cm area two days prior to the experiment. After two days rest 

period, animal was anesthetized with ketamine (7.5 mg/kg) and xylazine (2.5 mg/kg).

The abdominal skin was microporated using predetermined pulse setting producing 80 

pores/cm2. The mouse was immediately sacrificed and skin was harvested. The piece was 

mounted vertically (stratum comeum to one side) in a mold filled with tissue embedding 

and freezing medium taking care to completely cover the skin piece with the medium.

The mold was gently transferred to chamber containing liquid Nitrogen in order to 

quickly freeze it. The frozen block with embedded section is popped out of the mold and 

mounted on sectioning chuk with additional freezing medium. The temperature of 

Cryotome is maintained at -10 °C and the thickness for sectioning was set at 10 pm. 

Several sections were taken and transferred on slide. The slides were then subjected to 

Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining. The staining protocol included fixing washing, 3 

minutes of Hematoxylin and 2 minutes of Eosin staining followed by destaining in 

gradient of ethyl alcohol water mixture Slides were dried with cover slip and fixative and 

observed under microscope.

Transepidermal Water Loss

Mice were divided into three groups (n=3) All the groups were shaved and 

clipped on abdominal region using shaver and clipper and rested for two days. Group one
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is microporated on abdomen to produce 80 pores/cm . Group two was tape stripped 7 

times on abdomen while group three was control group without any treatment. The 

instrument was calibrated for relative humidity and temperature of the room prior to 

experiment. TEWL was recorded for one minute before shaving and clipping, after 

shaving and clipping and at 10, 30, 1,2, 3 ,4  until 24, 72 and 144 hours after the 

treatment (microporation or tape stripping) and until 24 hours for untreated group.

In Vitro Permeation of Bovine Serum Albumin as a Model Protein

This was in vitro study using Franz diffusion cell. This study is to evaluate 

transdermal protein delivery/permeation rate through incised skin. Abdominal skin of 

BALB/c mice shaved two days prior to the experiment was microporated as previously 

described and then dissected after sacrificing the animal. Non-microporated skin served 

as a control. The experiment used BSA protein (50pg/100 pi, n=6) for both microporated 

and non-microporated group. IX PBS served as receptor buffer. BSA solution of desired 

concentration was added to the patch or donor chamber in contact with stratum comeum 

surface of microporated skin. Each time 0.5 ml of sample was collected from receptor 

chamber lower chamber) and same amount of fresh buffer added back to keep the volume 

constant. The time points of the sampling were 0, 0.5, 2, 6, 12, 24 hrs after skin sample 

application. Samples were analyzed by BSA Sandwich ELISA kit (Bethyl laboratories) 

with minor modification.
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ELISA for BSA Detection

A commercial kit obtained from Bethyl Laboratories is used for all antibody 

reagents. Briefly, NUNC maxisorb plates were coated with sheep anti-BSA capture 

antibody using optimized dilution in 50 mM carbonate bicarbonate buffer (pH 9.6) for 1 

hr at room temperature, and plates was washed and blocked by PBS-T for 30 min 

followed by second washing. Standard BSA controls were added in duplicates from 400- 

6.25 ng/ml and samples are 1:2 serially diluted for four dilutions in duplicates followed 

by 1 hr incubation at room temperature and washing with PBS-T. HRP-conjugated sheep 

anti-BSA detection antibody at 1:15000 dilution was then added and incubated for 1 hr. 

Plates were developed by TMB, reaction was stopped by 2M sulfuric acid and 

absorbance was read at 450 nm with plate reader. The sample BSA concentration is back 

calculated from standard curve.

Results and Discussions

Microscopy of H&E stained sections reveals the location and dimensions of the 

micropore formed. Microporation produces pores by flash vaporization of stratum 

comeum components. The location and dimensions of these pores is important in order to 

determine whether these pores are in the region where antigen-presenting cells are 

available in order to phagocytose permeated antigen. The typical pores produced by 

Passport™ system with the machine parameter setting (4 pulses, 10 mSec per pulse, at 

100 opto using porator with 50 pm-wide filament) are 50 x 300 pm width-to-length with 

40-50 pm depth on average as shown by green food dye under microvideo measurement
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from the company literature. This finding is supported by the histological slides where 

the typical micropore formation in mouse skin by H&E staining is highlighted (Figure 1). 

The micropore is seen traversing the epidermis for mouse skin section. The section 

clearly shows epidermis, dermis, the hair follicle with hair shaft and a micropore. This 

section shows depth and length of a micropore. However the shape of the micropore 

cannot be predicted from secti on. The apical view of green food dye stained micropore 

however shows shape of the micropore on the surface of skin. The thickness of various 

components of mouse skin comprises epidermis for 10-30 pm, dermis for about 250

Figure 1. Microscopic view of a micropore as seen in mouse skin section after 

haematoxylin and eosin staining. Epidermis is indicated by “a”, micropore by “b”, dermis 

by “c” and hair follicle with “d”
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pm, adipose layer for 150 pm. The micropore size measurement and its histological slide 

staining suggest that micropores disrupted skin stratum comeum and traversed through 

epidermal-dermal junction making contact primarily with epidermal cells, possibly 

including some antigen presenting dermal cells that are present at dermal epidermal 

boundary. Anatomic sites of these micropores indicated their potential delivery capability 

for large molecules in significant amount. Further, these micropores only reached 

superficial levels of skin that are not nerve-rich area, so the microporation is essentially 

painless. Cosmetically, no noticeable skin discoloration or disfiguration in microporated 

area was observed, both in shaved mice skin as well as human skin. As micropore 

exposes more area of inner layers of epidermis to antigen as compared to intact skin, it 

might come in contact with more number of cells resulting in better antigen uptake.

Pore Closure Kinetics

The pore closure can give an approximation of the period for which antigen can 

enter the epidermis during patch application. Transepidermal water loss (TEWL) 

measurement supported the concept of stratum comeum disruption due to the increase of 

TEWL readings after microporation; its reflection is increased skin moisture evaporation 

as shown in Figure 4. TEWL numbers of mouse skin remain steady for about 48 hours at 

the background levels after mouse hair shaving. For TEWL values, there was no 

significant difference between shaved skin (7.73±1.20 g/m2/hr) and unshaved skin (7.00 

±1.23 /m2/hr) The TEWL numbers suggested that there is no skin surface integrity 

compromise after shaving at least at the level detectable by TEWL machine.
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However, the TEWL numbers increased to significant high levels after microporation 

(66.68 ± 4.38 g/m /hr), comparatively less than positive controls using tape striping 

(83.85 ± 12.92 g/m2/hr) to disrupt the epidermal SC layer. The TEWL numbers remained 

high up to 24 hours after microporation before TEWL number decline. The percentage 

recovery in microporated skin obtained after 248 hours is 75.3%. However, the recovery 

with tape stripped skin was very less (19.3%). The control sites without any treatment
'j

remained almost constant (9.20 ± 1.76 g/m /hr). We could argue that the duration with 

high TEWL numbers can serve as guidance for interval of skin integrity disruption by 

microporation, which provided the available period for transdermal vaccination. In vitro 

permeation of Bovine Serum Albumin is shown in Figure3. The diagram compares 

microporated skin with two types of donors. One is 500- pi reservoir chamber and second 

is 100 pi reservoir patch. This is further compared with 100- pi patch on intact skin. In 

case of microporated skin with 500 pi reservoir containing 50 pgl /100 pi BSA in PBS, 

the detectable amount of BSA starts appearing after approximately 2 hours 66.17 ±59.37 

ng) with cumulative amount of 1544.80 ±1356.01ng obtained in 24 hours. Similarly, in 

case of 100 pi patch on microporated skin, 133.66 ± 174.69 ng appear in 2 hours and 

1020.08 ± 686.9 ng in 24 hours. However, in case of intact skin, very less (50.68 ± 65.95 

ng) BSA appears in receptor at 12 hours with 105.31 ± 81.11 ng as cumulative in 24 

hours. Bovine serum albumin was used as a model protein antigen for the 

characterization of transdermal protein delivery or protein permeation through 

microporated skin versus intact skin in vitro. Microporated shaved BALB/c mouse skin
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well as intact skin were mounted on the Franz diffusion cells for BSA permeation 

measurement.

Franz Transdermal diffusion cells were used to investigate BSA antigen transdermal 

delivery in vitro and evaluate its transdermal BSA protein release kinetics. The data 

suggested that the protein starts permeating through microporated skin at half-hour after 

patch application containing BSA protein solution while the permeation through intact 

skin is negligible. This observation manifests the importance of micropore effect in 

transdermal protein delivery and the skin contact duration for permeation of model 

antigen.

The permeation onset in this experiment is in accordance with the finding by Warner et 

al., 1999 who reported that hydration by water alone causes intercellular lamellar bilayer 

roll up of stratum comeum of human skin after 6 hours in vivo. A supportive evidence of 

dominant skin pathway for polar permeants within excised pig skin undergoing 

significant structural change in vitro diffusion cell studies as compared to in vivo is given 

(Tang et al., 2002). This suggests that the permeation of bovine serum albumin in vivo is 

less in the beginning and starts at later time point due to hydration. Possibly, the extent of 

hydration is less in vitro as compared to in vivo, the in vitro permeation of BSA cannot 

be considered as a true representation of in vivo situation. However, it gives us 

comparative evaluation of the extent and the rate of permeation through microporated 

skin as compared to intact skin. The total time and amount of antigen exposure in intact 

skin is significantly less than microporated skin, epidermal immune components is 

critical as the duration for maximum activity of APCs is optimum for a given tissue.
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As reported by Tsuruta et al (1999) epidermal LCs undergoes biphasic activation 

upon contact sensitivity at 1 hour and 24 hours. Similarly, murine oral epithelial LCs 

show maximum activity at 1 hour after peptide injection that starts declining after 3 hrs 

(Eriksson et al., 1996). It can therefore be speculated that microporation can allow 

antigen exposure to epidermal APCs for the critical period of LC activation, facilitating 

the immune response for that antigen over non-microporated intact skin. This is further 

exemplified by the antibody titers obtained with the antigens used in case of in vivo 

studies discussed in subsequent chapters. As microporation is performed on outer surface 

of body, any possible irritation, change in skin color and erythema should be investigated. 

These parameters will determine acceptability of the microporation from comfort and 

cosmetic standpoint. No visual change in the skin color or irritation was observed after 

microporation.

Conclusions

Microporation produces microscopic pores of one dimension 300 pm and 50 pm depth as 

seen by hematoxylin eosin stained sections. The pores are superficial and partially 

traverse epidermis. The integrity of stratum comeum of microporated skin restores back 

approximately within 24 hours as speculated by transepidermal water loss measurement 

in contrast to 72 hours required by tape stripped skin. The model protein, BSA starts 

permeating through microporated skin at half-hour after patch application containing 

BSA protein solution. This observation manifests the importance of micropore effect in 

transdermal protein delivery and the skin contact duration for permeation of model 

antigen.
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CHAPTER 4

MICROPORATION IMMUNIZATION USING BOVINE SERUM ALBUMIN AS A

MODEL ANTIGEN

Abstract

Purpose. To evaluate microporation immunization using bovine serum albumin as a 

model protein antigen and to study effect of various experimental variables on antibody 

titer

Methods. Mice were microporated using specific setting of the hand held activator used 

for microporation. Bovine serum albumin filled patches were applied to microporated 

area and patches are sealed. Patches are removed after specified interval. Immunization 

was done at 0 ,4  and 8 weeks by adhering to the same protocol for every immunization. 

Blood samples were taken at 0 ,4 ,6 , 8 and 10 weeks and analyzed for antiBSA Ig using 

ELISA. Effect of patch application time (30 minutes, 2, 6,12 and 24 hours), antigen 

concentration (1, 10, 50 and 100 pg/100 pi), route of administration (intramuscular, 

intradermal and subcutaneous) and strains of mice (B ALB/c, C57BL6, SJL an SKH-1) is 

studied by varying one parameter in each study protocol.

Results. Immunization with incremental doses of BSA for several groups of mice resulted 

in increase in anti BSA Ig GMT in a dose and time dependent manner as indicated by 

Student’s t-test, the majority of subtype being IgG. The response differed significantly

44
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with route of administration and strain of mouse, with significantly higher response in 

microporated mice. BALB/c and SJL are found to be responding strains in contrast to 

SKH and C57BL6 variety. The antibody response given by microporated mice was 

significantly higher than that obtained in intramuscular immunization 

Conclusion. Microporation can be effectively used as vaccine delivery technique as 

illustrated by anti-BSA antibody titer obtained after immunization with BSA by altering 

immunization parameters like concentration in patch and duration of patch application.

Introduction

Bovine serum Albumin is one of the most widely studied proteins. It is a 67 kD 

protein obtained from bovine serum by extraction and further purification. It is widely 

used as a common reagent in life science research and is well documented immunogen in 

case of humans (Berretta et al., 2001). It is also known for its important role as a 

causative agent of beef and milk allergy (Han et al., 2000). Because of relative cost 

effectiveness and availability of antibodies, it is used as a model protein in academic 

setting as antigen as well as common reagent protein. Most of the vaccine studies also 

utilize one or other type of Albumin such as bovine serum albumin or Ovalbumin as 

found in initial work of transcutaneous immunization (Glenn et al., 1998) and 

microneedles respectively (Matriano et al., 2002). It has extensively reported as a model 

molecule (Igartua et al., 1998) as well as excipient for microparticles used in vaccine 

research for oral and mucosal route. In the present work, we intend to use BSA as a
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model antigen to investigate the feasibility of using microporation as a vaccine delivery 

technique. Female BALB/c mouse will be used as a strain of choice. The main reason 

being the difference in the Langerhans cells density in male and female mouse where the 

later has relatively more number (Koyama et al., 1987). In addition, amongst two 

common strains of mice used in vaccine research such as BALB/c and C57BL6, BALB/c 

have reported to exhibit more density of LCs. Microporation results in formation of pores 

at epidermal dermal boundary and is intended to utilize potential of antigen presenting 

cells of skin to initiate immune response. Therefore, it will be appropriate to use a strains 

with more number of these cells per unit area. The mice were clipped and shaved in order 

to gain access to skin surface. Previous studies in transcutaneous immunization have 

reported similar procedure followed by two days rest period before immunization in order 

to heal imperfections caused due to hair removal. Microporation will be performed on the 

abdominal area as this is the only flat surface on mouse skin that can accommodate the 

surface area of the array.

We are investigating effect of various experimental variables on the antibody titer 

obtained. It has been shown that dose of antigen, route of administration and genetic 

make up of the species are important factors determining extent of immune response. 

Even though BSA and murine serum albumin are of mammalian origin and most of the 

structure is preserved in two albumins of mammalian origin, albumin of one species 

might be antigenic to the other. This is supported by the antigenicity of BSA to humans 

despite 75% structural retention. On the other hand, bovine serum albumin and rat serum 

albumin cross-react when tested with anti-BSA antibody. This fact necessitates the
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testing of BSA in mice possessing different genetic make up. As previously reported by 

James and Milne (1972), C57BL6 is found unreactive to BSA by intramuscular route. We 

intend to see if this property is retained after utilizing microporation for BSA delivery. 

Among mouse strains used, SKH-1 is a hairless mutant. This variety along will serve as 

an indicator of possible follicular pathway of delivery. It will give partial indication if 

difference in the BSA immunogenecity is due to genetic difference or due to absence of 

hair follicles that might be a possible route of penetration for BSA. Along with genetic 

variation, patch application time is considered to be an important variable in order to 

cover the critical exposure time of antigen to LCs and subsequent activation. These time 

points were chosen to correspond with the sampling time points in case of in vitro 

permeation study discussed in chapter 3. It has been shown that in case of murine oral 

epithelium, LCs undergo two different phases of activation upon sensitization at 1 hour 

and 24 hours (Tsuruta et al., 1999). Similarly, kinetics of maximal APC activity antigen 

capture in the murine oral epithelium is reported by Eriksson et al., 1996, where APCs 

occur within 1 hour and vanish after 24 hours of antigen presentation. In the design we 

have covered both these phases by selecting half hour and 24 hour as patch application 

times. In addition, 2, 6, and 12 hour application is included to investigate the time 

dependency due to amount of BSA penetrated through skin.

Subcutaneous, intradermal and intramuscular are three routinely investigated routes of 

vaccine delivery. Efficacy of Hepatitis C vaccine has been compared by intradermal vs. 

intramuscular s.c route (Arbizu et al., 2003). Similarly, intramuscular route serves as a 

control for vaccination by oral and mucosal route. These sites are different in terms of
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retention of antigen, inflammatory reaction following vaccination, population of immune 

cells and co-stimulatory molecules as reported. Therefore, intramuscular, intradermal and 

subcutaneous routes are compared with microporation along with intact skin control.

Materials and Methods

Materials and Equipment

Inbred female BALB/c, SJL, C57BL6, SKH1 mice (age 5-6 weeks) were obtained 

from Charles River (CA), Bovine serum albumin heat shocked, lOx Phosphate Buffer 

saline and antiBSA IgG2a were purchased from Sigma aldrich (St Louise, MO), TMB, 

Sulfuric acid, plates, Buffers, Tween 20, 10X PBS were from Fisher Scientific 

(Pittsburgh, PA) Spectramax plate reader (Molecular devices) is used for reading 

absorbance in ELISA.

Methods

Microporation Set Up

A prototype hand held microporation activator system developed by Altea 

Therapeutics, Inc. (Atlanta, GA). A constant set of parameters is applied in each 

experiment involving microporation resulting in pore density 80 pores/cm2. After 15 

minutes instrument warm up a thin array of filaments is attached to the activator tip and 

activated to ensure proper circuitry and attachment. The activator is pressed firmly on the 

surface to be microporated and activated to produce micropores.
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Formulation

Appropriately weighed bovine serum albumin was dissolved in IX PBS pH 7.4 

(50 mM) with gentle agitation to obtain 1 mg/ml stock solution. This stock solution is 

filtered through 20 p filter and aseptically diluted to desired concentration with IX PBS. 

The resultant solution is used after preparation. For tetanus toxoid vaccine used as 

negative control, the vial is shaken to obtain uniform suspension. The protein content of 

the formulation was previously estimated using Biorad protein assay kit. 50 pi of this 

suspension is diluted to 500 pi with IX PBS pH 7.4 (50 mM) to obtain 50pg/100pl stock 

solution.

Standard Immunization Protocol

BALB/c mice were immunized with antigens for three times in a total 10 weeks 

using PassPort™ system. Female Balb/c mice (n= 6~8/group, weight 16-20 g, age 5-6 

weeks) (Charles River Laboratories) were shaved on abdomen (2.5 x 2.5 cm2) two days 

prior to immunization procedure. On the day of immunization, the mice were 

anesthetized intraperitoneally using a ketamine/xylazine solution. The mice in the 

microporation groups were treated with PassPort™ System in the shaved area. A circular 

patch was applied, filled with 100 pi of desired concentration of BSA solution in IX 

phosphate buffer saline pH 7.4 using an insulin syringe fitted with a 29 G needle, and 

sealed with a patch cover. The patch was applied directly on intact skin for non- 

microporated control groups. Intramuscular (i.m.) groups received a 50 pi injection into
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each thigh muscle. Mice in intraperitoneal group received the i.p injection. The patches 

were removed after the desired time intervals and the skin was washed thoroughly with 

warm tap water and patted dry with a paper towel. Similar immunizations were repeated 

at 4 and 8 weeks.

Study Design

The animals are divided into different groups for study of each experimental variable 

Effect of Concentration of Antigen in Patch

A. Microporated 24 hours patch of following concentrations (n=6)

1 pg/ lOOpl BSA solution in PBS, 10 pg/ lOOpl BSA solution in PBS, 50 pg/ 

lOOpl BSA solution in PBS, 100 pg/ lOOpl BSA solution in PBS

B. Non microporated intact skin 50 pg/ lOOpl for 24 hours (n=6)

C. Intramuscular injection for following concentrations (n=6)

1 pg/ lOOpl BSA solution in PBS, 10 pg/ lOOpl BSA solution in PBS, 50 pg/ 

lOOpl BSA solution in PBS

50 pg/ lOOpl Tetanus Toxoid vaccine as a negative control(n=6)

Effect of Duration of Application of Patch

A. Microporated 50 pg/ lOOpl patch for following duration (n-7)

30 minutes, 2, 6, 12, and 24 hours

B. Non Microporated 50 pg/ lOOpl patch for 24 hrs (n=7)

C. Intramuscular injection for following concentrations (n=6)
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10 pg/ lOOpl BSA solution in PBS, 50 pg/ 100jj.l BSA solution in PBS, 100 ng/ 

lOOpl BSA solution in PBS

D. 50 jig/ 100nl Tetanus Toxoid vaccine as a negative control 

Effect of Genetic Variation and Route of Administration

10 ng/ 100nl BSA solution in PBS for 24 hours patch (n=7) for following treatment 

groups; BALB/c microporated, BALB/c intradermal, BALB/c subcutaneous, BALB/c 

intramuscular, SJL microporated, SJL intact skin, SJL intramuscular,C5 7BL/6 

microporated, C57 BL6 intact skin, C57 BL6 intradermal, SKH-1 microporated, 

SKH1 intact skin 10 pg/ lOOpl BSA, SKH1 intact skin 50 pg/ lOOpl BSA.

Collection of Serum Samples

A total of 200-250 pi of blood was collected by tail vein sampling in 

microcentrifuge tubes at week 0, 4, 6, 8 and 10 of the immunization. The blood was 

centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes and the serum was collected and stored at -80°C 

until analysis. All serum samples were analyzed for antigen specific antibodies by in- 

house developed ELISA assays. This animal study is conducted under Mercer University 

IACUC-approved Animal Protocols and is performed in accordance with the NIH/NRC 

Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the PHS Policy on Humane Care 

and Use of Laboratory Animals.

ELISA for anti-BSA total Ig. Plates were coated with 50 pi of 10 pg/ml of bovine serum 

albumin solution in 50 mM sodium carbonate bicarbonate buffer pH 9.6 and were kept 

overnight at 4°C, followed by washing and blocking with 5% goat serum for lhr at 37°C
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next day. All plates were washed with IX PBS-T (0.05%) for four times. The standard 

controls and samples were added for 1-hour incubation at 37°C. After plate washing, 

1:30000 dilution of HRP labeled goat-anti -mouse Ig (H+L) or goat anti-mouse subtype 

specific antibodies conjugated with HRP were then added for 1 hr incubation at 37°C. 

Plates were developed by adding TMB. Reaction was stopped with 1M sulfuric acid and 

colorimetry was performed by plate reader at 450 nm.

Data Analysis

In all ELISA procedures, the titer giving absorbance higher than 3 S.D. of 

absorbance of a solvent blank was considered as an end point titer. The inverse of 

dilution corresponding to end point titer was obtained. This inverse dilutions were 

averaged for a as a geometric mean. The final results are compared as Geometric mean 

titer (GMT) ± S.D. and represented as a bar graph

Results and Discussion

BSA is well-documented immunogen in case of humans. It is a 67 kDa, heat- 

labile protein, is a major allergen in Beef and a minor allergen in milk. Microporation can 

effectively deliver BSA in order to produce response exhibited by antigen specific 

antibody. It is evident that for BSA the deciding factors are concentration of antigen, 

route of administration, time of patch application and species of mice used. The 

micropore disrupts stratum comeum and traverses through epidermal-dermal junction 

making contact with both dermal and epidermal cells. This location of pores has an added
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advantage as the antigen presenting cells are present at dermal epidermal junction. 

Microporation can effectively deliver BSA in order to produce response exhibited by 

BSA specific antibody. In the present study, BSA is delivered through micropores and 

has shown to produce anti-BSA total Ig in a dose dependent ( figure 4) and time 

dependent fashion (Figure 7). Figure 4. shows the anti-BSA Ig titers obtained after 

microporation immunization. For the dose levels 1,10, and 100 p g /100 pi, the end point 

titers at week 10 were 251,12,900, and 27,000 respectively. In this study the titer 

obtained with intact skin by 50 pg BSA is 2940 that is significantly less than 

corresponding microporated group of 50 pg BSA. However, the increase in titer for 

microporated groups is not proportional from dose 10 to 50 pg/100 pi (12900 and 10240 

respectively). This suggests threshold for immune response obtained for 50pg dose. As 

also observed in case of influenza vaccine by Potter 1977. This dose response 

relationship yields a linear graph when antibody titer is plotted as Response vs. log 

antigen dose as shown in Figure 6. In contrast to microporation, intramuscular 

immunization gave significantly lower titers. For intramuscular immunization the end 

point week 10 titers are 160, 240 and 640 for dose levels of 1, 10 and 50 pg respectively 

as shown in Figure 5. This relationship also yields a linear graph relationship when 

antibody titer is plotted as Response vs. log antigen dose as shown in Figure 6. The slope 

of the dose response with microporation immunization is significantly higher than the 

slope of dose response curve obtained with intramuscular immunization. The explanation 

for this behavior can be given with the help of antigen dose antibody response studies 

with other antigens that has been previously reported (Stevens et al., 1956 and Potter et 

al.,1977). The dose response curve was reported in case of immunization of chicken with
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BSA. Administration of BSA in chicken was found to give log- log linear relationship. 

However, in this study, log- linear relationship is found to have a better fit, the possible 

explanation being the difference in immunization schedule, species and delivery route. 

The lesser response can be attributed to less antigenecity of BSA by intramuscular route 

as reported by Nagaraja. Compared to intramuscular (Figure 5) and intact skin non 

microporated control (Figure 4), response obtained with 10 pg and higher dose gave 

statistically significant higher titer as indicated by student T test (p<0.05). The time 

dependency can be explained because of differential amount of BSA passing through 

microporated skin at different time intervals as seen in in-vitro permeation study in 

Figure 3. The positive response in BALB/c and SJL is in accordance with immune 

response obtained after intradermal and subcutaneous administration of ovalbumin and 

BSA that has been previously reported (Puri et al 2000, Igartua et al 1998). However, 

microporated group resulted in significantly higher titer as compared to other routes. In 

case of intact skin, the low response can be attributed to the low concentration as well as 

time for which the cells might be getting exposed to antigen, both being critical for 

production of antibody. It is well known that the LC migration as well maturation takes 

place effectively in the presence of bacterial product or danger signal (Han et al 2000) 

both being absent in case of intact skin as contrast to microporated skin where barrier 

disruption can be a possible stimulus for LC migration. Therefore, absence of barrier 

disruption in case of intact skin could be the possible explanation for less antibody titer in 

case of non-microporated skin.

The amount of response in case of intramuscular route could be due to the mode 

of antigen presentation. It has been reported that the cells of the muscle act as non-
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professional antigen presenting cells and respond to disease or injury by activating MHC- 

I restricted CD8 + T cells responsible for cytotoxic effect. On the other hand, the LCs in 

skin are professional APCs that express both MHC-I and MHC- II (Nagaraju, 2001). It 

can be therefore speculated that BSA being the mammalian protein bearing structural 

resemblance with murine serum albumin is no more considered “foreign” by non

professional muscle cells in BALB/c and therefore does not result in significant response. 

This results in less antibody titer in case of intramuscular route. Bovine serum albumin is 

a large protein antigen of the type that, when given by the mucosal route, requires an 

adjuvant like CT to induce immune response. Similarly, the transcutaneous route also 

uses an adjuvant (Glenn et al, 1998). In contrast, microporation does not need adjuvant to 

produce immune response. The response produced by BSA also shows species selectivity 

for a given route of administration (Figure 8). There are several contrasts in 

immunological behavior and susceptibility to infection of BALB/c and C57BL6 mice. 

Non-responsiveness of C57BL6 to BSA is in accordance with the finding by James and 

Milne (1972). In the present study, we observe the absence of antiBSA antibody by 

microporation, intramuscular and intradermal route in BALB/c and SJL mice. On the 

other hand, SKH is non-responding strain in case of intact skin, microporated skin, and 

intramuscular injection. Although the congenitally athymic nude (nu/nu) mouse is the 

most widely studied of the immunological mutants, there are many euthymic mutants of 

the mouse with marked immunological deficits. Since the skin appears to function, in 

part, as an immunological organ, several spontaneous mutations might cause defects in 

both the skin and the immune system, (Shultz 1987). Therefore, it can be speculated that 

some of the component of immune system responsible for antibody production is absent
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or non- responsive in case of SKH-1, thus causing the absence of immune response. The 

antibody subtype distribution is also studied for IgGl, IgG2a, IgM and IgA. Figure 9. 

shows relative amounts of antibody subtypes obtained in a study. In this case sera from 

the patch wear time effect study were analyzed. The week 4 titers for IgGl are 320, 

32,370 and 500 for 10 pg microporated, 50 pg microporated and 50 pg intramuscular 

group respectively. The IgG2a were very low as 40, 80, 40 and IgM titers were 160, 160, 

160 for these three groups in order. At week 10, the IgGl titer increased dramatically as 

64,480; 80,920 and 16,180 for these groups. However, the increase in IgG2a was 

negligible with titer numbers 400, 5120 and 40 respectively. Thus, the response 

specifically shows predominance of IgGl subtype over IgG2a.

Conclusion

Microporation can effectively deliver bovine serum albumin in order to produce antibody 

response. This response depends on different variables like concentration of BSA in the 

patch, duration of patch application and the strain of mice used.
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CHAPTER 5

MICROPORATION IMMUNIZATION USING HEPATITIS B SURFACE ANTIGEN

AND TETANUS TOXOID

Abstract

Purpose. To evaluate microporation immunization using Hepatitis B surface antigen and 

Tetanus toxoid and to study effect of various experimental parameters on antibody titer 

Methods. Mice were microporated using specific setting of the hand held activator used 

for microporation. Antigen filled patches were applied to microporated area and patches 

are sealed. Patches are removed after specified interval. Immunization was done at 0, 4 

and 8 weeks by adhering to the same protocol for every immunization. Blood samples 

were taken at 0, 4, 6, 8 and 10 weeks and analyzed for antigen specific antibodies using 

ELISA. In case of HBsAg, Effect of patch application time (4 hours, 24 hours), 

Concentration in patch (0.5, 5, 50 pg /100 pi), activator design (without vacuum and with 

vacuum assisted) were chosen as study parameters while in case of Tetanus toxoid, 

varying doses of alum adjuvanted vaccine were compared with pure Tetanus Toxoid 

protein.

Results. HBsAg immunization by microporation is significantly higher than intact skin 

control and is found to increase in a dose dependent manner. However, the end point titer 

coverage of critical antigen exposure time and adequacy of 4 hour patch application.
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Titer increases for increase in antigen dose from 5 to 50 pg with response obtained with 

50 pg microporation equivalent to that with 5 pg intramuscular.

Similarly, the antibody titer increased in a dose dependent manner after immunization 

with Tetanus toxoid vaccine. We observed that the response with 50pg tetanus toxoid 

protein was significantly greater than alum adjuvanted vaccine.

Conclusion. HBsAg and tetanus toxoid could be effectively delivered by microporation 

as compared to intact skin control. The extent of antigen delivery can be controlled by 

changing dose, and activator design. Vacuum assisted activator was found to be more 

effective than without vacuum. Tetanus toxin protein gave higher anti-TT antibody titer 

as compared to alum adjuvanted vaccine.

Introduction

Currently available vaccines for Hepatitis B consist of HBsAg adsorbed on Alum. 

Among two vaccines licensed, Recombivax B from Merck has 225 pg A1 per dose in the 

form of hydroxide and Engerix B from SKB has 250 pg A1 per dose. These vaccines are 

given intramuscularly in series of 0, 1, and 6 months in adults and at birth, 2 and 12 

months for pediatric population (Center of Disease Control, 2005). There are several 

limitations of aluminum as an adjuvant along with disadvantages associated with 

intramuscular route. Aluminum compounds are the only adjuvants used in the 

manufacture of currently licensed vaccines in the United States. Chapter 21 of the US 

Code of Federal Regulations governs the amount of aluminum permitted in the 

recommended single human dose of a product as not more than 0.85 mg/dose. Aluminum 

containing vaccines however, are associated with severe local reactions such as erythema,
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subcutaneous nodules, contact hypersensitivity and granulomatous reaction. In patients 

with impaired renal functions, the accumulation of aluminum causes neurological side 

effects (Baylor et al, 2002). HBsAg is considered to be a weak antigen requiring three 

dose of alum adjuvanted vaccines. The adverse reactions due to alum and the limitation 

of injection in muscle necessitates investigation of alternate needle free, adjuvant free 

single dose delivery system. Similarly, despite of effective vaccine, tetanus still remains a 

problem in developing countries, due to the failure to follow up with booster injections, 

which are needed periodically to compensate for the decline in titers of antibody. The 

lack of trained medical personnel and facilities required for administration of the vaccines 

further aggravates the problem. Therefore, to increase the compliance, to make the 

vaccine more economical, and to eliminate needle as a potential source of infection, there 

is a need to develop simple and practical immunization procedures that do not require the 

use of needles and syringes.

Several delivery systems have been investigated for delivery of HBsAg and TT. A 

peptide against HBV has been delivered by electroporation (Misra et al, 2000).Tetanus 

Toxoid-liposome conjugate rendered protection against Tetanus Toxin in mice is reported 

(Naito et al, 1998). Controlled release microparticles containing HBsAg have been 

investigated in mice (Singh et al, 1997). Moynihan and coworkers encapsulated a 

synthetic peptide against HBsAg in PLGA microspheres and obtained a titer comparable 

with conventional vaccine. Similarly, HBsAg entrapped in liposomes is further 

encapsulated in microspheres and were found to be efficacious than conventional alum in 

terms of titer and longevity of response (Machluf and Apte, 2000). Biodegradable 

Tetanus Toxoid polymer particles were formulated and evaluated for immunoreactivity
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(Raghuvanshi and Singh, 2001). Transcutaneous immunization with TT adjuvanted with 

cholera toxin has been achieved (Hammond et al, 2001). All these approaches tend to 

achieve single dose and/or needle free vaccination. However, most of these need 

extensive formulation of vaccine prior to administration or use of bacterial toxins as 

adjuvant. Therefore, there is a need to investigate possibility of using microporation as a 

delivery technique for HBsAg and Tetanus Toxoid.

In the present study, we have compared the duration of patch application and two 

different activator designs. One activator type utilizes array of filaments that produces 

pores on the skin upon activation. In the second activator type, a vacuum is applied prior 

and during the formation of pores. This vacuum is postulated to make good contact of 

filaments and skin thereby, facilitate the pore formation similar to the microblister 

formation described by Svedman et al (2002). The effect of HBsAg antigen dose on IgG 

titer will be investigated and compared to intramuscular route. Intraperitoneal 

administration is used as positive control along with intact skin as control of passive 

permeation through skin. For Tetanus Toxoid immunization, a response by pure TT 

protein is compared with Alum adjuvanted vaccine. This study intends to combine the 

effect of adjuvant and microporation as compared to intramuscular route. This will aid to 

determine if conventional vaccine is suitable for microporation immunization.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Recombinant hepatitis B surface antigen and anti-HBsAg monoclonal antibody (NE3) 

were obtained from Aldevron (S. Fargo, ND). Tetanus toxoid protein was from List
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biologicals (Campbell, CA), tetanus toxoid Alum adjuvanted vaccine from Colorado 

serum company (Denver, Colorado), anti-TT monoclonal IgGl from Antibodyshop 

(Denmark), and goat anti-mouse HRP-conjugatedlg (H+L) from Southern Biotechnology 

(Birmingham, AL). Phosphate Buffer saline (10X), sodium carbonate, Tween 20 and 

sulfuric acid from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA), 3,3’, 5, 5’ - tetramethyl Benzidine 

(TMB) from Sigma-Aldrich chemicals (St. Louise, MO), Inbred female BALB/c mice 

about 6-8 weeks old (weight range 16-20g) were obtained from Charles River 

laboratories (CA), ELISA used Nunc Maxisorb 96 well plates, Skanwasher 300 for 

washing and the absorbance was read at 450 nm using SpectraMax plate reader 

(Molecular Devices, CA). The patches and seals were supplied by Altea Therapeutics.

Methods

Microporation Set up

A prototype hand held microporation activator system developed by Altea 

Therapeutics, Inc. (Atlanta, GA). A constant set of parameters is applied in each 

experiment involving microporation resulting in pore density 80 pores/cm2. After 15 

minutes instrument warm up a thin array of filaments is attached firmly to the activator 

tip and activated to ensure proper circuitry and attachment. The activator is pressed 

firmly on the surface to be microporated and activated to produce micropores. Similar 

procedure is followed for vacuum assisted activator.

Formulation

Appropriately measured stock solution of recombinant FIBsAg from the vial was 

dissolved in IX PBS pH 7.4 (50 mM) with gentle agitation to obtain 500 pg/ml stock
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solution. This stock solution is aseptically diluted to desired concentration with 50 mM 

PBS (pH 7.4). A fresh solution is prepared and diluted for each immunization. For 

negative control, 50pg/100 pi bovine serum albumin solution in 50 mM PBS (pH 7.4) 

was used. For Tetanus Toxoid the lyophilized powder is dissolved in IX PBS by gentle 

swirling of the vial to prepare a stock solution that is used on the same day for 

immunization.

Standard Immunization Protocol

BALB/c mice were immunized with the antigens for three times in a total 10 

weeks using PassPort™ system. Female Balb/c mice (n= 6~8/group, weight 16-20 g, age 

5-6 weeks) were shaved on abdomen (2.5 x 2.5 cm2) two days prior to immunization 

procedure. On the day of immunization, the mice were anesthetized intraperitoneally 

using a ketamine/xylazine solution. The mice in the microporation groups were treated 

with PassPort™ System in the shaved area. A circular patch was applied, filled with 100 

pi of desired concentration of HBsAg or Tetanus Toxoid solution in IX phosphate buffer 

saline pH 7.4 using an insulin syringe fitted with a 29 G needle, and sealed with a patch 

cover. The patch was applied directly on intact skin for non-microporated control groups. 

Intramuscular (i.m.) groups received a 50pl injection into each thigh. Mice in 

intraperitoneal group received the i.p injection. The patches were removed after the 

desired time intervals and the skin was washed thoroughly with warm tap water and 

patted dry with a paper towel. Similar immunizations were repeated at 4 and 8 weeks. A 

total of 200-250 pi of blood was collected by tail vein sampling in microcentrifuge tubes 

at week 0, 4, 6, 8, and 10 of the immunization. The blood was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm
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for 15 minutes and the serum was collected and stored at -80°C until analysis. All serum 

samples were analyzed for antigen specific antibodies by in-house developed ELISA 

assays. This animal study is conducted under Mercer University IACUC-approved 

Animal Protocols and is performed in accordance with the NIH/NRC Guide for the Care 

and Use of Laboratory Animals and the PHS Policy on Humane Care and Use of 

Laboratory Animals.

Study Groups

Following experimental groups were included for Microporation immunization with 

HBsAg

Feasibility Study Using Microporation for HBsAg Immunization

50 pg/100 pi HBsAg patch for 24 hours on intact skin

50 pg/100 pi HBsAg patch for 24 hours on microporated skin

50 pg/100 pi HBsAg patch for 4 hours on microporated skin

5 pg/100 pi HBsAg solution given by intraperitoneal administration

50 pg/100 pi BSA patch for 24 hours on microporated skin as negative control

Effect of Concentration and Microporation Activator Design on Anti-HBsAg Titer

Following groups were microporated using activator without vacuum for 24 hours patch

containing HBsAg (n=6)

0.5 pg/100 pi HBsAg, 5 pg/100 pi HBsAg, 50 pg/100 pi HbsAg 

Following groups received intramuscular injection (n=6)

0.5 pg/100 pi HBsAg, 5 pg/100 pi HBsAg, 50 pg/100 pi HbsAg
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Following groups were microporated using activator with vacuum for 24 hours patch 

containing HBsAg (n=6)

5 pg/100 pi HBsAg, 10 pg/100 pi BSA

Intact Skin control was 5 pg/100 pi HBsAg patch for 24 hours (n=6)

Negative control was 10 pg/100 pi BSA patch for 24 hours (n=6)

Following experimental groups were included for Microporation immunization with 

Tetanus Toxoid

Microporated 24 hours patch was included with following groups 

5 pg/100 pi Tetanus Toxoid protein, 50 pg/100 pi Tetanus Toxoid protein, 5 

pg/100 pi Tetanus Toxoid vaccine, 25 pg/100 pi Tetanus Toxoid vaccine, 50 

pg/100 pi Tetanus Toxoid vaccine 

Intramuscular injection was done for following groups

5 pg/100 pi Tetanus Toxoid protein, 5 pg/100 pi Tetanus Toxoid vaccine 

Intact skin control: 24 hours patch of 50 pg/100 pi Tetanus Toxoid vaccine on intact skin 

Negative control: 50 pg/100 pi BSA patch for 24 hours on microporated skin

Collection of Serum Samples

A total of 200-250 pi of blood was collected by tail vein sampling in 

microcentrifuge tubes at week 0, 4, 6, 8 and 10 of the immunization. The blood was 

centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes and the serum was collected and stored at -80°C 

until analysis. All serum samples were analyzed for antigen specific antibodies by in- 

house developed ELISA assays. This animal study is conducted under Mercer University
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IACUC-approved Animal Protocols and is performed in accordance with the NIH/NRC 

Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the PHS Policy on Humane Care 

and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Analysis of Serum Samples

Plates were coated with 50 pi of 5 pg/ml of HBsAg solution or 3 pg/ml tetanus 

toxoid in 50 mM sodium carbonate bicarbonate buffer pH 9.6 depending upon the study 

and were kept overnight at 4°C, followed by washing and blocking with 5% goat serum 

for lhr at 37°C next day. All plates were washed with lx PBS-T (0.05%) for four times. 

The standard controls and samples were added for 1 hour incubation at 37°C. After plate 

washing, 1:30000 dilution of HRP labeled goat-anti -mouse Ig (H+L) or goat anti-mouse 

subtype antibodies (for IgG) conjugated with HRP was then added for 1 hr incubation at 

37°C) and plates were developed by adding TMB. Reaction was stopped with 1M sulfuric 

acid and colorimetry was performed by plate reader at 450 nm.

Data Analysis

Titers giving optical density more than 3 S.D. above background readings were 

considered to be positive titers. Endpoint titers were determined as the inverse of the 

highest dilution of sera that was positive in the ELISA. Geometric mean Titer was 

obtained from average of the inverse of dilutions indicated by end point titer. Treatment 

groups were evaluated based on geometric mean titers (GMT). The two groups were 

compared by Student’s T test with the p value limit of p< 0.05.
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Result and Discussion 

In the present study, HBsAg immunization by microporation is significantly 

higher than intact skin control and is found to increase in a dose dependent manner. As 

shown in Figure 10, microporated 24 hours patch and 4-hour patch gave IgG titers of 

11160 ± 1920 and 7600 ± 5320 respectively. This end point titer obtained after 4 hr patch 

application is not different than 24 hr patch application (p>0.05), suggesting coverage of 

critical antigen exposure time and adequacy of 4 hour patch application. The titer 

obtained with intact skin is 1140 ± 1075 and is significantly less (p<0.05) than the 

microporated group. There is no significant difference between intraperitoneal (15,792 ± 

5820) and microporated 24 hours patch group (p>0.05). In case of the effect of 

concentration, the increase in titer is not significant for low doses (0.5 & 5 pg ) but found 

to increase from 5 to 50 pg. The response obtained with 50 pg microporation (15,200 ± 

2260) is approximately half of that with 5 pg intramuscular injection (24,300 ± 4300). At 

this stage, for HBsAg antigen delivery, intramuscular injection of the same amount of 

antigen (5 pg) generates higher specific antibody titers than transdermal delivery of the 

same amount antigen as seen in Figure 11. The primary reason for lower titer production 

might be less efficiency of antigen delivery through skin at this time. However, the proof 

of concept remains affirmative for vaccine potential in thermal microporation, plus the 

future perspective of improving antigen delivery efficiency and the availability of new 

adjuvants or modification in activator design. Figure 11 also shows effect of activator 

design on antiHBsAg-IgG. The 5 pg patch with vacuum assisted microporation produced 

3 times higher titer (10,240 ± 2260) as compared to that without vacuum (3044 ± 1300).
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Similarly, the antibody titer increased in a dose dependent manner after immunization 

with Tetanus toxoid vaccine as shown in Figure. 13. The end point titers for 5,25, and 50 

pg vaccine by microporation were 1015 ± 900, 10,240 ± 2850, and 11,494 ± 5600 

respectively while for 5 and 50 pg protein by microporation the values were 12,900 ± 

2150 and 10,240 ± 7750. The intact skin gave low response (320 ± 391) and both 

intramuscular 5 pg vaccine and protein gave high titer (57,000 ± 9000 and 71,300 ± 

7450). We observed that the response with 50 pg tetanus toxoid protein was significantly 

greater than alum adjuvanted vaccine comparing Figure 13 and 14. The possible reason 

being the less amount of protein entering the skin corresponding to limited number of 

vaccine particles that can pass through the pores owing to their size (average particle 

diameter 11 um as measured by light scattering) as opposed to large number of pure 

protein molecules that can diffuse through. In this study, microporation allowed passage 

of large molecular weight antigens such as HBsAg and tetanus toxoid to produce antigen 

specific antibody response. The determining factors we evaluated are the concentration of 

protein antigens in patch, duration of patch application, and micropore generation. 

Although there are other methods in development which is designed to deliver molecule 

trasndermaly/epidermally, microporation method could be one of the best that can deliver 

molecules large or small, reliably. Without assistance of special antigen formulation and 

immune adjuvants, microporation immunization can deliver protein antigen upto 150 kDa 

(tetanus toxoid) to generate immune response in animal model. The overall findings 

suggest the feasibility of using microporation as needle free immunization technique with 

further screening of candidate antigens and adjuvant combinations for commercial 

vaccines.
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Conclusion

Both HBsAg and Tetanus Toxoid can be delivered by microporation for 

immunization. Various factors are found to affect the immune response. In case of 

HBsAg, those are concentration of antigen in patch and activator design. Manipulation in 

these factors along with novel adjuvants can make this technique appropriate for HBsAg 

delivery. Similarly, tetanus toxoid can be effectively delivered through microporated skin 

producing anti-TT Ig. The particle size of the formulation should be adjusted in order to 

allow its passage through micropores.
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CHAPTER 6 

INTRODUCTION TO SOFT TISSUE IMPLANTS

The use of alloplastic materials for facial cosmetic surgery dates back to 1828, 

where gold implants in nose were used for facial reconstruction by Roussett. In 1900 

Jaques Joseph used ivory and in 1903, Gersuny used alloplastic material such as gold, 

ivory, paraffin. Most of the synthetic alloplastic materials became available in 1950s. 

Examples of these materials include silicone rubber, polyamide, polytetrafluorethylene 

and polyethylene (Sclafani and Romo, 2000). Each had its own advantages and 

limitations. Silicone does not become integrated with the host tissue, thereby causing 

extrusion. Polyamide mesh, although incorporated the tissue well inside the porous 

structure, undergoes hydrolytic degradation. It has also been associated with severe 

inflammation. Among these materials, porous high density polyethylene seems to offer 

most of the advantages. PHDPE was developed in early 1970s. It is inert, less reactive to 

tissue, causes less inflammation, allows host tissue in-growth and is easily molded to 

desired shape when put in boiling water at 82 °C (Jordan et al, 2004). As the host tissue 

grows inside, the integration leads to decreased movement of implant. In addition, the 

porous structure allows development of blood vessels inside the implant thus protecting it 

from bacterial invasion. Due to these reasons, PHDPE implants are popular for restoring 

facial structure and beauty for a long time. The common applications of these implants
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require contouring the material to desired shape, right before the surgery and fixing it to 8 

desired location by attaching to adjoining bone by titanium microplates or miniplates. In 

this way, the implant can be used for correcting major defects like cleft lip (Romo et al, 

2003), rhinoplasty, orbital wall restructuring (Choi et al, 1999) and chin augmentation 

(Sclafani, 2002). In addition to major reconstruction, soft tissue augmenting injectible 

implants are also popular in cosmetic reconstructive surgery. These are mainly used for 

folds like nasolabial folds, marionette lines, lip augmentation, glabellar folds, and 

correcting wrinkles and acne scars. Various types of biomaterials like Collagen, Gelatin, 

cultured fibroblasts and Hyaluronic acid and synthetic material like PTFE, HDPE have 

been reported. In the present work, we have described the formulation of such injectable 

soft tissue augmentation material made from High Density Polyethylene as inner matrix 

embedded in a viscous solvent Polyvinylyrrolidone. It is intended for volume 

enhancement in facial area such as correction of deep folds (such as nasolabial folds) and 

lines (such as marionette lines around the mouth) and other soft tissue defects such as 

acne scars. HDPE is a material of choice due to its inert nature and proven safety profile 

(Rubin and Walden, 1955). Porous implants made from HDPE are in use since 1985. 

Since 1985 over 150,000 MEDPOR Biomaterial devices have been implanted without 

any reported tissue reaction, and over 200 research and clinical papers have been 

published in peer-reviewed journals. Therefore, biocompatibility of the HDPE 

component is well documented. HDPE is an ASTM negative control for biomaterial 

evaluation. Due to this high safety profile, we have chosen it as an inner matrix in the 

present study. The resultant formulation should uniformly suspend HDPE particles,
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should be easily injectable through 19-20 G blunt needle and should produce 

augmentation due to soft tissue in-growth. This augmentation should be approximately 

equal to but not more than initial injection volume. At the same time, the particles should 

not migrate to the lymph node. To prepare such an injectable formulation suitable for 

subcutaneous placement, we have chosen Polyvinylpyrrolidone solution in water as a 

dispersion medium. The particle size of the HDPE particles chosen is 150-250 pm in 

order to avoid phagocytosis and entry in the lymph nodes. PVP solution viscosity helps 

suspend the low density HDPE particles, thus allowing uniform injection. The 

formulation is to be supplied sterile in a syringe for controlled subcutaneous placement 

to fill the defect. Once the mixture is placed subcutaneously, the carrier gel is absorbed 

by the body and excreted by the kidneys within a few days. Permanent augmentation is 

provided by the fibrovascular tissue that infiltrates particles of HDPE biomaterial that 

remain at the site when PVP is absorbed. Gentamicin is added to avoid the possible 

infection while Lidocaine will serve as an anesthetic.

Specific Aims

The long term goal of this project is to develop an injectable Soft Tissue 

Augmentation Material suitable for volume enhancement in facial area. This was 

accomplished by following specific aims:

1. Formulate implant consisting of dispersion of HDPE in PVP and evaluate for 

particle size, consistency and syringeability.
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2. Test the formulations with different HDPE concentrations in hairless rats in order 

to determine the optimum formulation with good syringeabiltiy and soft tissue 

feel.

3. To test the optimum concentration range in New Zealand white rabbits for 

augmentation, irritation, collagen in-growth and possible migration to the lymph 

nodes.
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CHAPTER 7

LITERATURE REVIEW

Soft Tissue Implant Material 

A medical implant is defined by the Food and Drug Administration as any device 

that is placed into a surgically or naturally formed cavity of the human body and if it is 

intended to persist for a period of at least 30 days (Sclafani et al 2000-a). The common 

indications of pre- fabricated implants used in cosmetic facial reconstructive surgery are 

rhinoplasty involving cleft lip, chin augmentation, orbital reconstruction and surgeries 

involving fractured bones of face. In addition to pre-fabricated implants, injectable soft 

tissue fillers are used for cosmetic applications such as lip augmentation, wrinkle and 

nasolabial folds reduction and overall facial reconstruction. Among prefabricated 

implants requiring surgery, most common types of solid facial implants are solid silicone 

implants, meshed implants, porous implants and metal implants. Solid implants are non- 

porous in nature and offer no space for tissue in-growth. Solid silicone implant can be 

manufactured according the shape of target area. The disadvantages of these implants are 

capsular contraction and extrusion if they are mobile. Meshed implants are soft, flexible 

and have small spaces in order to allow tissue in-growth. Examples of meshed implant 

are polyamide mesh, polyethylene terepthalate, High Density Polyethylene and 

polypropylene. However, these implants are very soft thereby lack structural rigidity 

needed in facial reconstruction. In case of orbital implants, porous implants can provide
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excellent ocular motility due to direct attachment to extraocular muscles to implant 

(Choi, 1995). As the fibrovascular in-growth occurs into the porous spaces of the implant, 

they are positioned securely as compared to non porous implants. They have low rate of 

complications such as implant extrusion or migration. However, these implants possess 

some disadvantages. Porous implants possesses internal lacunae that can allow bacterial 

invasion resulting in microabcesses. They possess rough, abrasive surfaces that can lead 

to tissue erosion. The incidence of erosion and Infection reduces upon formation of 

fibrous capsule (Soparkar et al, 2000). The rate of fibrous capsule formation can be 

increased by soaking the implant into basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (Park et al, 2005) or 

by injecting the factor into implant. It can also be done by coating the implant with 

collagen or alginate (Pesakova et al, 2003). Porous implants are intermediate between the 

solid and mesh type implants. Examples of this type are polyethylene (Medpor), 

Polytetrafuorethylene (Teflon, Proplast and Gore-Tex) and Hydroxyapatite. Medpor is 

50% porous by volume with pore size 150 pm and is commonly used for malar, chin, 

nasal augmentation and orbital reconstruction. Proplast is 80-90% porous with pore size 

80-400pm. Goretex has average pore size 22 pm while Hydroxyapatite implant has pore 

size of 200 pm. The pore size is important determinant of the extent of tissue in-growth.

A bony in-growth is observed if the pore size is at the most 100 um.

Applications of Porous Polyethylene Implants

These implants are in use in humans since 1940. The first report of use of 

polyethylene in surgery is found as dural substitute for cats, dogs, monkeys and rabbits in 

1950s. Ingrahm, Alexander and Matson of Harvard Medical school, used that as a control
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for cellophane (Rubin and Walden, 1955). It was found to produce minimal tissue 

reaction. After this, several reports of use of Polyethylene in neurosurgery, chest, 

cardiovascular, gynecological, biliary, genitourinary and support for nose and hernia can 

be found. Currently, Polyethylene is also approved by Food and Drug Administration for 

different applications. More recent studies mainly use it for orbital wall fracture, nasal 

reconstruction and chin augmentation. Porous polyethylene implant has been reported in 

several cases of facial bone reconstructive surgeries. Modified Porous Polyethylene 

implants with channels, also called as Porous Polyethylene Channel Implants(PPCI) was 

reported by Choi et al 1999. Similar type called Porous Polyethylene Sheet Implants 

(PPSI) is also reported (Choi et al, 1995). These implants are prepared by heating the 

powder form of polyethylene below its melting point and then compressing into desired 

shapes. They demonstrate high tensile strength, stability, biocompatibility, infection 

resistance and fibrovascular ingrowth making them material of choice as synthetic 

implant. These prefabricated implants have been used in eye surgeries having fracture, 

missing bone or deficient orbital floor and cleft lip nasal reconstruction. As reported by 

Choi and coworkers, PPCI with both microplates and miniplates that anchor the orbital 

wall are most suitable for orbital surgery (Choi et al, 2003).

Injectable Soft Tissue Augmentation Material

Apart from pre-contoured solid implants that are used for facial reconstructive 

surgeries, injectable implants are used to correct smaller defects like fine lines, wrinkles, 

scars and folds. These materials are collectively called as ISTAM (Injectable Soft Tissue 

Augmentation Material). The commonly used biologic materials are collagen, gelatin,
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Hyluronic acid, dermal graft, fat and cultured autologous fibroblasts. The synthetic 

materials include HDPE, PMMA, Silicone oil and PTFE.(Deb, 2005). Each of them have 

pros and cons related to safety, biological acceptability and cosmetics (Allen, 1992) 

Disadvantages of Commonly Used Biodegradable Soft Tissue Fillers

Silicone gel shows migration in the tissue below due to gravity, causes chronic 

inflammation, granuloma formation or late allergic reaction and migrates to the lymph 

nodes. The collagen suspensions like Zyderm and Zyplast suffer from short duration of 

action, allergic reaction and disappearance into subcutaneous fat. Autologous fat 

injections are absorbed in subcutaneous blood and effect of Fibrel (Gelatin) subsides after 

few weeks (Lemperle et al, 1991). Because of these disadvantages of biodegradable 

material several non biodegradable substances are being considered as a soft tissue filler. 

Non Biodegradable Soft Tissue Fillers

Ersek described Bioplastique for the first time in 1989. Bioplastique is suspension 

of 70-140 pm polymerized silicone particles in Povidone plasma expander (Sclafani and 

Romo, 2000). It cannot be injected intradermally, but is injected subcutaneously with 20 

G needle though a tunnel. Arteplast consists of suspension of 20-40 pm microspheres of 

polymethylmethacrylate in gelatin solution. The size of the spheres is large enough to 

escape phagocytosis (Lemperle, 1991). Bio-Eye is coralline hydroxyapatite (Mawn et al,

2001), Bioceramic is Aluminum oxide while Medpor is polyethylene meshed implant. 

Feature of an Ideal Implant

1. Ideal implant should be well tolerated by host tissue and mimic the tissue that it is 

desired to replace.
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2. Inert, Sterlizable, and provides mechanical support

3. Resistant to trauma, infection and extrusion

4. Easily available, cheap, and Mimics color and consistency of tissue to replace

5. Should be easily micronized for injectible implant 

Reaction of Body to Implant

Once inside the body, the implant is first coated with different host proteins like 

fibronectin, vibronectin, proteoglycans, albumin, immunoglobulin G and fibrinogen( 

Horowitz, 1997). These proteins adsorb on hydrophobic surface and are degraded 

(Sclafani, 2000-b). The degraded proteins further attract inflammatory cells like 

neutrophils, fibroblasts and microphages. The cells try to digest the particles by the 

process of phagocytosis. If they fail, the presence of implant causes chronic inflammation 

and subsequent encapsulation of its contents through series of events (Lemperle, 1991). If 

the particle is less than 10 um, it is washed away by lymph. A raw surface with 15 um 

diameter is considered to be the requirement for phagocytosis. Interaction of biomaterial 

particulates with macrophages leads to either cell activation, differentiation, apoptosis or 

cell necrosis (Xing et al, 2002-a). No effect on viability of monocyte derived 

macrophages was noted with engulfment of polyethylene particles in in-vitro culture 

system. These cells form foreign body giant cells and cells in the contact with particles 

are found to live longer (Xing 2002-b). The fibroblasts synthesize collagen and attract 

cells. Eventually the implant gets surrounded by soft tissue capsule.
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General Kinetics of Cellular Response

Intradermal injection of PMMA particles and subsequent cellular response is 

reported by Lemperle et al 1991. Three days after implantation, monocytes could be 

found in the injected area. Within next 6 days they differentiate into fibroblasts. The first 

foreign body giant cell can be seen after one week, erythrocytes filled first capillaries 

after two weeks and first prominent collagen fibers after 3 weeks. The number of FBGCs 

was found to be maximum at three weeks. Tissue response to acrylic particles has been 

reported by Meachim et al. Approximately 5 hours after implantation, neutrophils arrive 

at the site followed by admixture of macrophages and neutrophils at about 24 hours. At 

four days, interparticulate tissue with fibroblasts, macrophages and giant cells forms. The 

giant cells are transformed into ring form by phagocytosis of the acrylic particles. In case 

of muscle, very less collagen is formed (Meachim et al, 1982).

Particle Phagocytosis. Phagocytosis mainly depends upon the particle size. The upper 

limit for phagocytosis is 60 pm. Particles greater than 20 pm cause cell death if engulfed. 

This cell death is responsible for release of cytokines that continue the inflammation. In 

skin, Langerhans cells and keratinocytes phagocytose microparticles. (Morhenn, 2005) 

Influence of Porosity of Implant. Porosity of implant plays an important role in order to 

determine fibrovascular in- growth and susceptibility to infection. Irregularly shaped 

particles placed near each other result in formation of pores in between them thereby 

creating a space for fibrovascular in-growth. Implants with pores less than 50 pm are 

unable to support host tissue in growth as compared to 100 pm pores. However, bacteria
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can invade the implant if the pore size is between 1-50 pm. In addition, implants with 

pores between 1-50 pm are devoid of macrophages and therefore lack host immune 

response.

Particle Properties Affecting Response

The important properties that affect cellular responses such as phagocytosis, 

cytokine release, and fibrous soft tissue formation are particle size, shape, surface 

structure, surface charge, contact angle and collision factors which are explained below: 

Particle size. Round microspheres having a size range of 1-2 pm are easily phgocytosed. 

The upper limit for phagocytosis has been 5 pm. However, larger particles can be 

phagocytosed in foreign body giant cells surrounding the hip arthrophasty as reported by 

Knoch and Platz (Rnoch et al, 2000). The authors have correlated the size of the giant 

cell with number and size of polyethylene particles loaded within them. The mean size of 

FBGCs was found to be 1417+/- 487 pm 2, the mean loading was 49+/- 42 pm 2 and 

about 10.4+/- 5.4 particles were present per cell. As opposed to number of particles 

present per cell, the number of cells surrounding the implant surface in rabbit tibial 

implant has been reported by Goodman and coworkers (Goodman et al, 1990). The major 

types of cells found surrounding these particles were giant cells, histiocytes, 

lymphocytes, polymorphonuclear leukocytes and fibrocytes. Particles in the size range 

of 67 pm are surrounded by more fibrocytes and less marrow cells as compared to that in 

the size range of 16-26 pm. Most of the particles present in the debris formed after 

implant friction and loosening in are from 3 pm to 1000 pm. Particles induce a foreign 

body reaction when introduced into the body depending upon their size.
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Macrophage is the most important cell type involved in phagocytosis and initiation of 

cytokine. The type of cells that phagocytose different size ranges of PMMA microspheres 

has been investigated by Morhenn and Lemperle using different cell lines (Morhenn,

2002). The finding suggests that the microspheres of 0.5-4.3 pm are phagocytosed by the 

macrophage, Langerhans and keratinolytic cell line. Larger PMMA particle of about 40.2 

pm size were not phagocytosed by any of these cells. In the skin, The particle diameter 

determines the type of the cell that will phagocytose the particle. Mawn et al reported that 

small crystals of hydroxyapatite cause more inflammatory response (Mawn et al, 2001). 

Misiek et al have reported that smoother crystals are associated with less inflammation 

than sharp edged particles.

Chemical nature. The chemical nature of particle determines the type of reaction by the 

body. If the particle is recognized as a non self peptide by the host cells, that results in the 

immune response and production of antibodies by the plasma cells. If the particle is 

merely considered as foreign and non biodegradable in nature, inflammatory response 

mediated by macrophages is seen.

Particle shape. Along with particle size, the particle shape is also found to be a 

determinant of the inflammatory reaction. It has been reported that more cellular response 

and acid phosphatase enzyme activity surrounding the triangular polymer implant as 

compared to smooth rod shaped implant. The sharp edges of triangular polymer implant 

were thought to be responsible for the difference in response.
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Implant texture. Various contradictory results have been reported by different authors 

regarding the effect of implant surface on tissue response. Rosengren et al (1999) 

reported thicker capsule and more number of inflammatory cells surrounding smooth 

implant as compared to rough implant surface. Similar results are obtained with 

polysulfone implants. However, Hunt et al (1994) have reported that rough surface results 

in large macrophage response as compared with smoother implants. These contradictory 

findings might be a result of material or surface specificity. In both the surfaces, the cell 

number was found to decrease over time in most of the studies (Rosengren et al, 1999) 

Infection of the implant. During its course of implantation or presence inside the body, 

the implant might get exposed to bacterial infection. The infection that occurs during 

injection due to surface contamination is termed as early while late infection is often 

produced hematogenously. Porous implants are more susceptible to early infection. Once 

the soft tissue in-growth occurs, it protects the implant from late infection. The early 

infection can be prevented by adding suitable broad spectrum antibiotic like Gentamicin 

against gram negative as well as gram positive bacteria. The late infection is prevented if 

the micro vasculature develops inside implant owing to the large pore size.

High Density Polyethylene as an Implant Material

Polyethylene is straight chain aliphatic hydrocarbon. It synthesized by the 

polymerization of ethylene under conditions of high temperature and pressure. It is 

chemically inert. It resists reaction of concentrated hydrochloric acid and sulfuric acid as 

well as to concentrated sodium hydroxide. It is a non-conductor of heat, cold and
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electricity and is insoluble in tissue fluids. When present in thin layers it is flexible, 

possesses tremendous tensile strength. It is resistance to tissue fatigue. Use of Porous 

polyethylene implant in humans has been reported since 1940s. Currently it is also 

approved by Food and Drug Administration for different applications. The ready to use 

implants are prepared by heating the powder form of polyethylene below its melting 

point and then compressing into desired shapes. They demonstrate high tensile strength, 

stability, biocompatibility, infection resistance and fibrovascular ingrowth making them 

material of choice as synthetic implant. These prefabricated implants have been used in 

orbital fracture, cleft lip nasal reconstruction. However, its use as an injectable filler for 

fine facial soft tissue enhancement suggests a need for optimum formulation development 

with desirable particle size, consistency and syringeability through 19 or 20 G needle in 

addition to biological acceptance.

Polyvinylpyrrolidone as Dispersion Medium

Polyvinylpyrrolidone is prepared by the polymerization of N-vinyl-2 pyrrolidone 

by the process called Reppe’s synthesis and can be polymerized either in water or 

isopropyl alcohol. It has molecular weight ranging from 2500 to 120,000 and is denoted 

by /K number. The molecular weight is mainly estimated by viscosity measurement. The 

polymer used in this study is K-17 with molecular weight range 7900-10800. The 

molecular weight range by Gel Permeation Chromatography denoted 95% polymer below 

30,000. This property is important to determine the clearance of PVP from injection site 

and rate of excretion in urine.
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PVP is soluble in water. The aqueous solutions are slightly acidic (pH 4-5). The solution 

is stable under normal circumstances. On standing they turn yellow. PVP is used in 

Pharmaceutical industry by different route. Oral, intravenous, intramuscular and 

subcutaneous. Orally it is used as an excepient in tablets. Intravenously, it is used as 

plasma expander. The average molecular weight of PVP as plasma expander is 40,000 

while that for subcutaneous or intramuscular injection is 2500-10000. As reported in case 

of Sprague Dawley rats, in case of PVP-K-17 used in this study, clearance from the 

injection site is slow. After 24 hours, 2-3% is found to be present at the injection site. For 

most of the PVP grades with molecular weight 30000 or less more than 90% is absorbed 

from the injection site within first 24 hours and is excreted in urine. The storage of PVP 

inside the body can occur inside the foam cells by the process of pinocytosis. PVP mostly 

distributes in reticuloendothelial system while leaving the tissues of entry with the least 

amount. Excessive administration of PVP either by subcutaneous or intramuscular route 

Causes cutaneous storage syndrome or bone storage syndrome characterized by 

cutaneous papules and bone pain respectively. However, the amount of PVP required for 

these syndromes to occur is minimum 200 g over the period. Studies in rats show that 

PVP enters the cells by fluid phase pinocytosis. In special case, where phagocytosis is 

already active, PVP might be taken up by phagocytosis. Immunologically, PVP induces T 

cell independent reaction (Wong et al 1979).

Formulation

As HDPE is insoluble in most of the solvents, the system is formulated in the 

form of biphasic suspension/paste formulation with HDPE as dispersed (inner) phase
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and viscous polyvinylpyrrolidone as dispersion medium (outer phase). PVP dissolves in 

water and viscosity depend upon PVP content helping to form a viscous solution 

desirable for suspending the inner phase and also facilitating slow injection. It is resorbed 

and excreted from the body within 96 hours. Different types of synthetic materials are 

used as injectible fillers for facial soft tissue enhancement. Silicone oil, Bioplastique, 

Artecoll and Arteplast are some of these materials. However, its use as an injectible filler 

for fine facial soft tissue enhancement suggests a need for optimum formulation 

development with desirable particle size, consistency and syringeability through 19 or 20 

G needle in addition to biological acceptance. The histological response of living tissue to 

particulate debris is governed by many factors including the specific biomaterial chosen, 

the size, shape, and topography of the particles, the chemical structure of the surface and 

surface charge. Histological effects of polyethylene particles after implantation in rabbit 

tibia have been reported (Goodman et al, 1990) It was seen that the size of the particles 

determined the time taken for phagocytosis and hence the extent of fibrous capsule 

formation. The larger particles are less readily phagocytosed than the smaller ones 

resulting in more fibrous encapsulation. In similar studies, small particles were found in 

histiocytes and multinucleated giant cells. Large particles are present in fibrous capsule. 

HDPE is chosen because of its ability to induce tissue in-growth, trafficking of collagen 

synthesizing cells and excellent safety profile. Certain additives will be added to the 

formulation to serve as an antibiotic to avoid infection and local anesthetic to alleviate 

pain during injection. Gentamicin is added to the formulation just prior to injection to 

avoid possible infection commonly occurring in porous implants.
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CHAPTER 8

FORMULATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INJECTABLE IMPLANT

FORMULATION

Abstract

Purpose.To prepare and optimize the Injectable Soft Tissue Augmentation Material 

consisting of High Density Polyethylene particles in viscous Polyvinylpyrrolidone 

solution

Methods. Aqueous PVP solutions of varied concentration were screened for optimum 

syringeability and viscosity both before and after addition of HDPE. Syringeability was 

checked through 18, 19, 20 G blunt as well as sharp needles. The HDPE particles were 

obtained by collecting the fraction retained between two mesh sizes corresponding to 125 

and 250 pm after a single passage of polydisperse sample through the sieves. The PVP 

solution is obtained by keeping the PVP powder in contact with HPLC grade water 

overnight and mixing the solution well the next day. Weighed amount of HDPE particles 

was mixed with PVP solution in a beaker to obtain a suspension with thick paste like 

consistency. This paste was filled in the syringe. The syringe is closed with a cap and 

sterilized by steam sterilization (121°C- 20 minutes) for one batch and by gamma 

radiation for the other batch. Formulations of 25%, 30%, 35%, 40% and 45% w/w 

HDPE in PVP were prepared for testing the formulation in case of hairless rats. Similarly,
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formulations containing 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30% w/w HDPE in PVP were 

prepared for rabbits.

Results. The viscosity of PVP solution increased as the concentration increased. 

Syringeability through 19 G blunt needle was found to be better as compared to 20 G 

blunt needle. Formulations with HDPE content higher than 35% w/v were very difficult 

to inject uniformly. Of all the formulations, the formulation consisting of High Density 

Polyethylene particles of size within 125-250 pm suspended in viscous 240% w/v 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone solution in HPLC grade water was considered to be the most 

appropriate for easy injection even after mixing with Gentamicin and Lidocaine mixture. 

Conclusions. Formulation with less than 35% HDPE by weight in 240% w/v PVP 

solution in water was found to be suitable for injection using 19 G blunt needle. The 

formulation was a smooth paste with uniform consistency and syringeability.

Introduction

A design of successful injectable filler for facial soft tissue enhancement aims at a 

safe, predictable and long-lasting injectable material. The currently available materials 

are categorized as injectable or surgically implantable, permanent or temporary, biologic 

or synthetic and allograft or homograft. However, they suffer from several drawbacks. 

Silicone gel migrates to the tissues below original sites due to gravity, causes chronic 

inflammation late granuloma formation and allergic reactions. Teflon paste causes 

particle migration to lymph nodes and infection. Collagen suspensions are reabsorbed and 

are of short duration. Autologous fat and animal gelatin is also eventually removed from
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the site by phagocytic cells. Because of several disadvantages associated with these 

injectable soft tissue fillers, plastic surgeons are investigating non biodegradable material 

remaining at the site of injection. Bioplastique and Arteplast are described as a biphasic 

paste formulations with known biocompatibility and non-Biodegardability. Arteplast 

consists of microspheres of PMMA suspended in gelatin matrix (Lemperle 1991).

PMMA has been routinely used by neurosurgeons in treating skull defects, by ophthalmic 

surgeons to treat cataract and by plastic surgeons in rhinoplasty. Several other synthetic 

polymers such as ePTFE, UHDPE are being investigated for similar applications.

In this study we are investigating the feasibility of formulating similar biphasic 

implant using High Density Polyethylene as dispersed phase for facial soft tissue 

reconstruction. HDPE has also been routinely used in cosmetic reconstructive surgery 

with excellent stability and safety profile. It is inert, biocompatible and non 

biodegradable. It can be obtained in the desirable size range and can form porous network 

structure supporting fibrovascular ingrowth. The hydrophobic interface facilitates 

adsorption of proteins and attachment of cells essential for initiation of events leading to 

collagen formation. In addition, the lightness and white color of the particles is 

cosmetically desirable. In order to form an optimum formulation, these particles should 

be uniformly suspended in a viscous gel like matrix for easy filling, processing and 

injection followed by implant site manipulation. The particle size should be controlled for 

good syringeability, to avoid phagocytosis and soft feel of the injection site. Therefore, 

we have selected biphasic paste like suspension of HDPE of a specific size range 

dispersed in Polyvinylpyrrolidone as a dispersion medium of choice.
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Materials and Methods

Materials

lml Luer-Lok disposable syringes from (Becton-Dickinson ( NJ)., 1 ml Luer -Lok 

empty syringe for Gentamicin and Lidocaine was obtained from Beckton Dickinson (NJ). 

18G 1 Vi Thin-Wall Blunt Needle with tapered hub were purchased from Manan 

Medical Products, Inc.IL. 22G V" Monoject sharp needle (Monoject,), One Female Luer 

Thread Style Coupler, Natural Polypropylene One Female Luer Thread Style Cap, White 

Nylon were obtained from Value Plastics, Inc., (CO), Polyvinyl pyrrolidone was 

purchased from ISP technologies, Inc., High Density Polyethylene particles were 

obtained from Porex Sugicals, Newnan GA. HPLC grade water from Fisher Scientific, 

Syringes from Becton D, viscosity measurement was done by Canon Fenske capillary 

viscometer no.400, Gentamicin, Lidocaine.

Preparation of Dispersion Medium

Polyvinyl pyrrolidone powder was weighed in a beaker. The previously measured 

amount of HPLC grade water was added to it. The mixture was mixed with glass stirrer 

and the powder is allowed to hydrate overnight. The next day, the paste was uniformly 

mixed to get clear transparent viscous solution. This solution was immediately used for 

preparing formulation as the viscosity of the solution was found to increase with time 

probably due to water loss by evaporation.

Fractionation of dispersed phase

Two sieves with mesh sizes were arranged on the top of each other with larger 

mesh size on top. Polydisperse sample was added on the top mesh
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and tapped gently. Fraction retained between two sieves was collected and viewed under 

microscope. This fraction is termed as “Regular fraction”. Similarly, the particles easily 

falling through mesh size corresponding to 125 pm were collected and termed as “fines”. 

HDPE Particle size measurement. The HDPE particle size was measured by optical 

microscopy in order to obtain a size distribution of both regular and fines samples. 

Initially the eyepiece scale is calibrated with Neubauer’s chamber. One division on 

eyepiece scale was equivalent to 22.22 pm. For both the fractions, 300 particles were 

counted using 10X magnification. A frequency distribution curve was obtained by 

plotting percentage of particles versus the size of particles in microns.

Preparation of Suspension

Polyvinyl pyrrolidone was weighed and put in a beaker. A calculated amount of 

HPLC grade water was slowly added and a mixture is stirred with a glass rod. The 

mixture was kept overnight in order to completely wet the PVP powder. The next 

morning the mixture was stirred again to obtain a viscous gel. The parafilm covered gel 

was stored at room temperature. A weighed quantity of HDPE powder of desired size 

range was added to weighed gel and stirred in order to obtain paste formulation. The 

concentration was denoted by w/w.

Syringeability Testing

The testing was qualitative and is done by a panel of plastic surgeons from 

Buckhead facial plastic surgery, Atlanta, GA. Prefilled syringes with different 

concentrations of HDPE in PVP were provided. A syringe with Gentamicin Lidocaine 

mixture (0.2 ml+0.1 ml) along with a connector was also provided. Each
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member connected the syringe containing formulation and the syringe containing 

additives (Gentamicin and Lidocaine) with the connector. The contents of the two 

syringes were mixed vigorously by forward and backward motion. After about 8-10 times 

mixing, different sized needle were attached and contents were administered on a colored 

paper to draw a smooth line. The syringeability “score” was determined by each member 

on the scale of 1-10 considering the smoothness of the line, ease of injection and contents 

remaining in the syringe after completion of injection. The formulation and 

corresponding needle size giving highest score was determined as suitable combination. 

Sterilization of Pre-filled Syringes

After determining the best formulation passing through 19G blunt needle, the 

newly made syringes were sterilized by steam sterilization at 121-20 min.

Components of Ready to Use Package

The surgical procedure involves mixing of Gentamicin and Lidocaine in the 

formulation just prior to injection in the animal. The ready to use pack was prepared for 

testing in rabbits. This pack had following components: 1 ml syringe filled with implant 

formulation, sealed with a cap. 1 ml syringe and 24 G pointed needle for withdrawing 

Gentamicin and Lidocaine. 19G blunt needle to inject the formulation in animal and a 

connector to mix the contents of two syringes. This pack was sealed and sterilized by 

gamma radiation.

Results and discussion 

The viscosity of PVP solution was found to increase with concentration. Greater 

viscosity is desired in order to coat and embed the HDPE particle well, inside the viscous
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solution. Higher viscosity will reduce the rate of injection thereby carrying most of the 

HDPE particle along with it.

Figure 16. Microscopic View of High Density Polyethylene particles adhering together 

(10X magnification)
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However, viscosity above certain limit might cause problems with syringeability causing 

discomfort to both the plastic surgeon and patient. Out of several formulations 210% w/v 

PVP with added HDPE was found to be suitable for injection before adding Gentamicin 

and Lidocaine. Addition of Gentamicin and Lidocaine diluted the formulation resulting in 

poor extrusion through needle. Therefore, the PVP concentration was increased to 240% 

in order to get good syringeability even after dilution with the additives (Gentamicin and 

Lidocaine)

Figure 16. shows magnified view under compound microscope as seen under 

magnification. The particle is white in color with irregular shape. Occasionally, 

longitudinal fiber shaped particles were also seen. The irregular shape has several 

advantages pertaining to our application. It attracts more number of collagen producing 

cells, gives more surface area for collagen in-growth, allows macrophages inside implant 

thereby reducing chances of infection and results into optimum porosity for future 

vascular growth. The white color is more cosmetically appealing and pleasant to eye. 

Figure 17. shows the measurement of particle size using Neubauer’s chamber. The 

distance between two markings was calibrated with eyepiece scale and is found to be 

11.11 pm. It also shows the type of diameter that is measured. In this case, the diameter 

measured is Martin’s diameter. Martin’s diameter is defined as distance between two 

tangents drawn to a particle in same direction along same axis during measurement. This 

diameter is specially used for microscopy as measurements are simple and fast once the 

direction is fixed.
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Figure 17. Measurement of size of High Density Polyethylene Particles showing particles 

mounted on Neubauer’s chamber, eyepiece used for calibration and Feret’s diameter 

denoted by “d”
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Figure 18. shows the size distribution curve obtained by plotting percent number of 

particles versus particle size for both regular fraction and fines. The size distribution 

shows 85% of regular particles within desired size range. 20G needle is not suitable for 

injection as large fraction of formulation stays in the syringe due to blockage of needle. It 

has been seen that in order to pass through the needle, no particle should be greater than 

one third of needle diameter. 20G needle has inner diameter 0.023” Therefore, for 20G 

needle, the upper limit for particle size to pass through is 250 pm. Figure 18. indicates 

that 15 % of particles are above that size limit explaining poor syringeability through 20 

G needle. 19G needle however has greater ID that allows larger particles to pass through. 

The pH of the formulation was found to be 4.8. This pH is acidic and results in mild 

irritation. Mild irritation is desired in order to bring inflammatory cells and fibroblasts at 

injection site, thereby facilitating the process of collagen formation and implant 

encapsulation.

Conclusion

The fractionated particles are white in color, irregular in shape and of desired size 

range. The biphasic implant consists of maximum number of HDPE particles in the size 

range of 150-210 pm suspended in 240% Polyvinylpyrrolidone in HPLC water. The 

upper limit for particle content in the paste is 45% w/w to obtain a good syringeability 

through 19G needle after addition of Gentamicin and Lidocaine.
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CHAPTER 9

SOFT TISSUE AUGMENTATION WITH SYNTHETIC INJECTABLE IMPLANT IN 

HAIRLESS RATS AND NEW ZEALAND WHITE RABBITS

Abstract

Purpose. To test Injectable Soft Tissue Augmentation Material consisting of High 

Density Polyethylene in PVP is in hairless rat and New Zealand white rabbits for dermal 

augmentation, skin irritation, Collagen in-growth and possible migration to lymph nodes 

Methods. Hairless rats (n=6) were injected on the back with formulations containing 

different percentage by weight of HDPE in PVP in randomized order. The sites were 

monitored over 28 days for extent of augmentation and migration to lymph nodes. The 

optimum concentration range obtained in rat study is further utilized in rabbits. Sixteen 

mature New Zealand white male rabbits are allocated in two groups. Group I received 

25% w/v HDPE in PVP formulation with HDPE particle size less than 125 pm (Fines). 

Group II received 5-30% w/v HDPE in PVP formulations with HDPE particle size 

greater than 125 pm on ears as well as back. Dimensions of the augmented area were 

measured and sites were monitored for irritation and redness. Two rabbits were sacrificed 

at predetermined interval. The implants were removed and histology was performed for 

presence of collagen and different cell types. The lymph nodes and vital organs in Group 

I are examined for possible migration of HDPE particles.
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Results. There was no significant irritation or redness as indicated by irritation index 

measurement by chromameter in rats and rabbits upon administration of 5-45% HDPE 

containing formulations. The change in augmentation area on back was significant as 

compared to ears. Histology revealed presence of collagen surrounding ear and back 

implant. No migration of particles to vital organs and lymph nodes was observed. Implant 

was surrounded by inflammatory cells in earlier and by giant cells in later time points. All 

injection sites were devoid of infection. The implants were with soft capsular consistency 

and in some cases presence of vasculature.

Conclusion. Soft tissue filler consisting of HDPE suspended in viscous PVP was stable, 

resulted in augmentation with soft consistency, non migratory to lymph nodes and 

without any observed irritation.

Introduction

The correction of acne scars or other dermal defects and treatment of aging 

requires soft tissue filler materials. The ideal substance should be permanent, non 

immunogenic and non migratory. All biologic fillers like collagen, gelatin, autologous fat 

and cartilage are re-absorbed over time when injected. This has resulted in use of non 

reabsorbable material such as PTFE, PMMA, hydroxapatite and HDPE. These materials 

demonstrate different charge, shape, texture and chemical composition (Morhenn, 2002). 

Depending on these properties materials give different tissue responses. Therefore, it is 

often necessary to characterize tissue reactivity, biocompatibility and augmentation for a 

new formulation of alloplastic implant. Several methods like gross morphology, histology
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involving specific stains for qualitative or quantitative estimation of type and number of 

cells surrounding implant and collagen growth, measurement of cytokine levels, 

migration to lymph nodes and vital organs, carcinogenicity are few important criteria 

applied in development of newly formulated implant. Foreign body giant cell response, 

macrophage and blood vessel formation are three responses used by Batniji et al, (2002). 

In a study by Pesakova et al, 2003, in vitro activity of polyethylene was studied by 

fibroblast cell culture for cytotoxicity, metabolic activity, phagocytosis and cytokine 

release by cells upon exposure to material. The cytotoxicity and particle internalization of 

polystyrene particles in macrophages has been studied by Olivier et al, 2003. In vivo 

capsule formation was assessed by collagen layer thickness measurement. A modeling of 

types and pattern of cells surrounding implant has been done using image analysis 

software and statistical package (Hunt et al., 1994). Cell viability of Monocyte derived 

macrophages and DNA analysis of cells exposed to polyethylene particles has been 

reported (Xing et al., 2002). A dose response to number of particles and corresponding 

cytokine levels for IL-6, IL-lb, and TNF-a are analyzed upon exposure of polyethylene 

to monocytes (Waddell et al., 2005). In a longitudinal study using human patients for 

subdermal implantation of Bioplastique, histology with Hematoxylin and eosin forms the 

important part to determine cellular response. Along with these biochemical and cellular 

parameters, qualitative analysis of patient compliance. Implant extrusion, skin erosion 

inflammation, rejection and aesthetics has also been used as a criteria for acceptable 

implant.
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In present study, we are evaluating porous injectable implant consisting of HDPE in PVP 

using gross morphology and dimensions of augmentation, irritation and redness at the 

implant site, collagen formation and types of cells surrounding implant and migration to 

lymph nodes as criteria for feasibility of using this formulation. Porous HDPE is in use 

for reconstructive surgery as Medpor implant. A formulation containing different 

concentrations of HDPE in viscous PVP are prepared as described in chapter 8. These 

formulations will be tested in hairless rats and rabbits. Hairless rat presents advantage of 

absence of hair eliminating interference in redness and irritation measurement. It also 

makes implantation relatively easy to measure and feel. Rabbit has been routinely used as 

animal model for testing implants and plastic surgery. In this study, rabbit provides two 

surfaces of different texture and consistency. Rabbit back is similar to soft tissue on 

human cheek area where dermal and fat thickness is significant. The rabbit ears however, 

resemble area where the skin is comparatively less thick and more in the proximity of 

bone or cartilage like human forehead. Implants are now designed and chosen to mimic 

host tissues they are designed to replace or augment. For the implant in this study, rabbit 

provides back as well as ear tissue to resemble different areas on human face.

The implant is evaluated in these animal models using Trichrome staining of the 

implant capsule specific for collagen. The migration of particles to lymph nodes and vital 

organs is will be similarly evaluated using microscopy. In addition H&E staining is done 

to specifically stain the cells surrounding the implant. Particulate polyethylene has been 

shown to evoke foreign body and histiocytic and giant cell response when implanted in 

tibia. In previous stages, polymorphonuclear leucocytes, histiocytes, plasma cells and
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lymphocytes were also observed due to inflammatory response (Goodman, 1990). 

Neutrophils migrate to the site of inflammation while macrophages gather to engulf the 

foreign material. If the cells cannot phagocytose the particle, they fuse and form 

multinucleate giant cell also called as macrophage polycaryons. They result from 

simultaneous attempted endocytosis of the same material by several macrophages, which 

fuse together. The types of cells observed for certain duration along with the collagen 

staining will give us an idea about the biocompatibility and stability of this formulation 

inside the body. In addition, the cosmetic observations related to redness and erythema 

will be done by reflectance spectrophotometry using Minolta chromameter.

Materials and Methods

Material and Animals

Scalpel blade, sharp needle, Male hairless rats were purchased from Charles River 

(CA), New Zealand while rabbits were obtained from Myrtle rabbitry, Gentamicin, 

Lidocaine, Ketamine, Xylazine, sutures, surgical glue, shaver and clipper.

Testing the Formulation in Rats

Hairless rats were quarantined and the surface area of their back was monitored 

till it was enough to occupy six injections. The rats were anesthetized by intraperitoneal 

administration of Ketamine (100 mg/kg) and Xylazine (75 mg/kg). The back was wiped 

with alcohol. The 22-gauge needle is attached to empty 1-cc syringe in order to draw 0.2
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ml of 2% lidocaine and 0.1 ml of gentamicin. The needle was removed and disposed. The 

syringe containing the suspension formulation was then attached to this syringe by Luer 

Lok adapter. The contents of the syringe are mixed well by pushing back and forth until 

the motion feels smooth and a visually homogeneous mixture is obtained. The syringe 

with a mixture was removed and 19G blunt needle was attached to it. A 2-3 mm incision 

was made in the center of the rat’s back using a surgical blade. Using a hemostat, the 

pockets are made through subcutaneous space in such a way that all the six sites could be 

reached through the central incision (Please refer to Figure 19. for details). The 

formulations are injected though the central incision. The needle was placed at the 

desired site and skin was lifted to inject the formulation in smooth continuous manner. 

The needle was withdrawn slowly. The injection was repeated for remaining four sites. 

Control site received saline and the mixture of gentamicin and lidocaine. After all the 

injections, incision was closed with suture. The rats were monitored for irritation and 

redness using chromameter two days after implantation till they are sacrificed. The 

augmentation sites were measured for 30 days at predetermined intervals. At the end of 

the study, the rats are sacrificed and the lymph nodes were collected for histology. 

Testing the Formulations in Rabbits

Rabbits were divided into two groups.

Group 1: Containing four rabbits received formulation with fines in ears 

Group 2: Containing 12 rabbits received Regular particles in ears as well as back 

Male New Zealand white rabbits (3-4 lbs) were quarantined. On the day before surgery, 

the hair were removed using scissors and shaver followed clippers and a depilatory. The
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rabbits were anesthetized by intramuscular administration of Ketamine and Xylazine in 

thigh muscle. The back was wiped with alcohol. The 22-gauge needle is attached to 

empty 1-cc syringe in order to draw 0.2 ml of 2% lidocaine and 0.1 ml of gentamicin. 

The needle was removed and disposed. The syringe containing the suspension 

formulation was then attached to this syringe by Luer Lok adapter. The contents of the 

syringe are mixed well by pushing back and forth until the motion feels smooth and a 

visually homogeneous mixture is obtained.
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Figure 19. Schematic of injection sites and respective concentration of HDPE in PVP 

(w/w) in hairless rats
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The syringe with a mixture was removed and 19G blunt needle was attached to it. A 2-3 

mm incision was made in the center of the rabbit’s back using a surgical blade. Using a 

hemostat, the pockets are made through subcutaneous space in such a way that all the six 

sites could be reached through the central incision (Please refer to Figure 20 for design). 

The formulations are injected though the central incision. The needle was placed at the 

desired site and skin was lifted to inject the formulation in smooth continuous manner. 

The needle was withdrawn slowly. The injection was repeated for remaining four sites. 

Control site received saline and the mixture of gentamicin and lidocaine. Similarly, the 

injections were made on the ear. In this case, the injection pattern was vertical and 

approximately parallel to the edge of the ear. Three formulations are injected on each ear 

through a separate incision for each formulation. After all the injections, incision was 

closed with suture. The rabbits were monitored for irritation and redness using 

chromameter for 14 days after implantation. As there was no significant redness or 

irritation, the measurements were not done after day 14. The augmentation sites were 

measured for 221 days at predetermined intervals. Two rabbits are sacrificed at the end of 

predetermined interval. The ear as well as back implant sites were removed for 

histological examination. The lymph nodes at the base of ear and other vital organs like 

heart, spleen and liver are removed to examine the presence of any particles migrating 

during the course of study.
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Results and Discussion

In hairless rats, the injection of formulation resulted in increase in the volume of 

the injection site. The sites were soft and palpable with distinct boundaries to elevated 

areas.
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Figure 20. Schematic of injection sites and respective concentration of HDPE in PVP 

(w/w) in New Zealand white rabbits
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The control site resumed the normal skin appearance after approximately 48-72 hours 

indicating resorption of polyvinylpyrrolidone. Figure 21. indicates the irritation index as 

measured by Minolta Chromamater. It is square root of the product of L, a and b values 

obtained by chromameter. There was no significant irritation as indicated by irritation 

index. Similarly, figure 22. indicates the redness as calculated by a-a* from the 

measurements. There was no significant redness throughout the study period of 28 days 

for all implant sites. Only a slight discoloration of skin was noticed just after the injection 

possibly due to presence of implant with white color. The discoloration disappeared after 

PVP absorption. Figure 23. indicates the diameter or radius /area of injection sites as 

measured by Vernier calipers in case of rats. Even though the sites were not exactly 

spherical, the average of three measurements from different angles is obtained as mean 

diameter. To calculate the height of implant, the radius and slant height of the implant 

cone were substituted in the Pythagoras formula, r2+h2=L2. However, due to limitation of 

measurement and negligible changes in the height, the measurements of height are not 

significant and hence not reported. There was no significant change in dimensions of 

augmentation area in case of rats as indicated in figure 23 . There was no evidence of 

migration of particles to the lymph nodes. No sign of fever or infection was seen and the 

animals were healthy throughout the study.

The rat study gave us a clue regarding the optimum formulations needed for testing in 

rabbits. We have used 25-45% w/w HDPE in PVP for rat study. It was observed that, the 

ease of syringeability decreased with increasing concentration with 35% formulation as
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the upper limit. In addition, the augmented tissue lost the softness above that 

concentration. This feedback from the rat study is further utilized to design rabbit study.

Figure 24 and 25 show the irritation indices in case of rabbit back and ear sites. 

Similarly, Figure 26 and, 27 shows the redness of these sites. The measurements were 

taken 4 days after implantation to eliminate the effect of shaving, clipping and depilatory 

agent on the skin color. There was no irritation or redness observed during 12 day 

observation period, suggesting that implant was well accepted by the body. The texture 

and feel of the augmentation site was however different for ears as compared to back 

tissue. The sites on the ear were comparatively hard than those on the back. The sites on 

the rabbit back became more palpable and prominent as the concentration of HDPE in 

formulation increased. For rabbits, the concentrations used are 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 % 

w/w HDPE in PVP. The sites on back were more palpable for concentrations 15-30% 

while those on the ear were more palpable for 5-30% w/w HDPE in PVP formulations. 

This suggests that the implant formulation can possibly blend in and mimic the 

consistency of the surrounding tissue in which it is injected. This property is considered 

as one of the ideal properties of injectable implants. The implant in ear might be 

prominent at all concentrations due to restricted space between skin and ear cartilage 

available for expansion of injected material. On the other hand, back tissue presents 

enough loose space between dermis and subcutaneous fat making implant inconspicuous 

as compared to ear tissue. The measurement of augmentation areas on rabbit back and 

ears are illustrated in Figure 28 and Figure 29 in the form of radar plots. These plots 

show average trend of within day and within concentration variation for augmentation
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areas. It can be seen that for ears, there is no significant difference between the 

augmentation produced by different concentrations of HDPE. However, in case of 

augmentation sites on the back, the area increases as the concentration of HDPE in 

formulation increases above 15% w/w. There is no significant within day variation for the 

same concentration in case of both back and ear tissues. Both these properties are 

desirable for the stable implant. As the area of augmentation depends on concentration, 

different formulations can be used according to the “fill volume” needed for that site.

This gives a surgeon a chance to manipulate and fit to the requirements of a soft tissue 

defect e.g. depth of a scar or location of a wrinkle. The augmentation is fairly constant for 

several months indicating no need for re-injection. The implant is well accepted by the 

body giving desired consistency. No fever or infection was evident. Histological 

evaluation also revealed acceptability of the implant by body. Figure 30. illustrates 

Trichrome stained sections of ear at 8, 12 and 20 weeks. Trichrome specifically stains 

collagen fibers blue in color. A typical implant section shows three distinct parts. 

Uppermost layer of skin, stained blue due to dermal collagen fibers, below skin is the ear 

cartilage and below cartilage is the implant. The implant shows HDPE particles or 

probably the spaces created by those expelled particles during tissue sectioning. These 

remain unstained forming particle matrix or mesh like structure. The spaces between 

particles are filled with collagen stained dark blue in these sections. The thickness of the 

interparticulate collagen layer increased significantly after 20 weeks. The H&E stained 

sections are shown in Figure 31. In this case, the interparticulate space is stained with 

pink-blue color indicating presence of cells embedded in collagen.
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Figure 30, Trichrome stained sections showing particles surrounded by collagen. A, B 
and C are ear sections for Weeks 8, 12 and 20
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D

Figure 31. H&E stained rabbit ear section showing particles surrounded by stained cells
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Table 1. Types of cells found surrounding the implant for the time points during the study
FBGCs: Foreign Body Giant Cells, lym: Lymphocytes, PMNs: Polymorphonuclear Leukocytes, his: Histiocytes

wk HDPE% 5 10 15 20 25 30

2 Back FBGCs, lym FBGCs, 
lym,PMNs

FBGCs FBGCs, lym FBGCs, lym, 
PMNs

FBGCs, lym, 
PMNs

Ear FBGCs, lym FBGCs, lym, 
PMNs

FBGCs FBGCs, lym, 
PMNs

FBGCs, lym, 
PMNs

FBGCs, lym, 
PMNs

4 Back FBGCs, his FBGCs FBGCs FBGCs FBGCs FBGCs

Ear FBGCs, his FBGCs FBGCs FBGCs FBGCs FBGCs

8 Back FBGCs, his

Ear FBGCs, his

12 Back FBGCs, his

Ear FBGCs, his

20 Back FBGCs

Ear FBGCs

52 Back FBGCs

Ear FBGCs
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matrix and surrounding the particles. Haematoxylin stains nuclei and some of the 

organelles while eosin stains the cytoplasm of these cells. Different cell types are 

observed in these sections. Table 1. summarizes different cell types. In the initial stages, 

lymphocytes, polymorphonuclear leukocytes were observed as indicators of 

inflammatory cells. These cells slowly diminish and replaced by histiocytes and Foreign 

Body giant cells as a major type indicating fibrosis. Figure 32 shows multinucleate giant 

cell near implant particle. These cell types indicate initial attempt of phagocytosis of 

particles by cells and further advancement towards fibrous capsule formation.

Conclusion

The soft tissue injectable filler consisting of F1DPE in PVP has been found to be 

safe, non-migratory, and acceptable in both hairless rat and rabbit model. The 

augmentation was found to be concentration dependent in rabbit back tissue and was 

without any redness and irritation.
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CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A wide array of functions are presented by skin immune system depending upon the type 

of stimulus. In the present work, we have illustrated the ability of skin to react to 

immunogenic as well as non immunogenic materials in a variety of applications such as 

vaccine delivery and soft tissue enhancement. One of the newly emerging microporation 

technology is selected as method of choice as it is non-invasive and painless. The 

technological aspects of microporation are studied in the first part using microscopy, 

transepidermal water loss and in vitro permeation profile. The findings of these studies 

were helpful in investigating the properties and behavior of pores formed. Histology 

revealed that microporation produces pores of 300 pm width and 50 pm depth that are 

superficial and partially traverse epidermis. The integrity of microporated skin recovers 

approximately within 24 hours as indicated by transepidermal water loss measurement. In 

vitro permeation experiments were used to quantitate the amount of antigen permeating 

the microporated skin as compared to intact skin. BSA was found to start permeating 

through microporated skin at 30 minutes after patch application containing BSA protein 

solution. The antibody response given by the animal model is the key aspect in evaluating 

any vaccine delivery system. Therefore, the feasibility of using microporation for vaccine 

delivery is illustrated by specific antibody titers produced for three model protein 

antigens.

134
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The antigens selected were BSA, HBsAg and TT. We got a varied response with these 

three antigens, suggesting a need to perform screening studies. In addition, we 

determined the parameters that can potentially affect the vaccine delivery. Microporation 

effectively produced higher anti-BSA Ig as compared to intramuscular injection of BSA. 

The titer was found to be a function of concentration of albumin in patch, duration of 

patch application and varied significantly for different species of mice. Similarly, HBsAg 

produced anti-HBsAg Ig which was a function of duration of patch application and 

activator design. Vacuum assisted microporation produced significantly higher titer as 

compared to microporation without vacuum. Tetanus toxoid protein and vaccine also 

resulted in anti-TT Ig upon microporation immunization. These results show the ability 

of microporation to induce immune response to two important commercially used 

antigens and a potential for using microporation as a pain and needle free vaccine 

delivery technology.

The second part of the study utilizes the potential of skin to accommodate and 

encapsulate non-immunogenic material for soft tissue augmentation. The in vivo 

response and also the formulation aspects for the synthetic implants used were 

investigated. The skin and the underlying tissues encapsulate the synthetic implant 

formulation and give rise to soft tissue owing to its non-immunogenicity. Formulation 

involved screening of HDPE particles, preparation of PVP solution, mixing and 

sterilization of suspension. A suitable formulation consisted of 5-30%w/w HDPE in 

240% aqueous PVP solution. The formulation suitability was evaluated by particle size 

and syringeability testing. This formulation has optimum syringeability through 19 G
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blunt needle and produced minimum resistance while injecting in hairless rats. Maximum 

number of HDPE particles were in the range of 150-210 micron and were found to be 

non-migratory to the lymph nodes. The optimized formulation was studied in vivo in 

hairless rats and NewZealand rabbits. The implant produced no redness or irritation as 

detected by visual observation and chromameter readings. None of the implants was 

infected or rejected from rat as well as rabbit study. The augmentation in case of rabbit 

back was found to be dependent on concentration. However, there was no significant 

change in the augmentation throughout the study period. The histology shows collagen 

formation around implant suggesting soft tissue formation. Several types of cells 

indicating initial inflammatory and later stages of granulomatous reaction are observed 

surrounding implant. The implant was well tolerated by the animals. The overall findings 

suggest use of HDPE in PVP as a safe injectable soft tissue augmentation material.
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